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PREFACE

THERE are few people who cannot relate

some apparently striking instance of

animal intelligence; the majority of such cases,

however, will not stand critical examination.

The science which has for its object the system-

atic investigation of the brute mind is Animal

Psychology, and it would seem that the methods

of this youthful discipline are still unknown to

many, even among those who profess an interest

in animal conduct. It is, then, with the purpose

of presenting a brief account of the modes of

procedure employed by Animal Psychology, its

aims, trend, and the general nature of the results

hitherto obtained, that this little book has been

written. In a work of this character discussion

and controversy would have been out of place,

so the treatment has been confined as far as

possible to description and illustration; at the

same time attention has been drawn to some of
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the chief difficulties inherent in the inquiry.

A complete and exhaustive presentation of facts

was, of course, out of question, and much that

is of interest and importance has had, inevitably,

to be omitted; but it is to be hoped that the

interested reader of leisure will refer to some, at

least, of the original articles mentioned in the

bibliography, nearly all of which will be found

to contain further references.

For permission to reproduce the various

figures I am indebted to the courtesy of the

following : to the Columbia University Press for

figures i and 3 (from Jennings, Behavior of the

Lower Organisms), to the MacmiUan Company for

figures 4, 6 and 9 (from Washburn, The Animal

Mind, Yerkes, The Dancing Mouse, Thorndike,

Animal Intelligence respectively) ; to Professor

R. W. Yerkes for figures 2 and 7 (from the

Journal of Animal Behavior) ; to Professor

G. Stanley Hall for figure 5 (from the American

Journal of Psychology) ; to the Houghton Mifflin

Company for figure 8 (from Peckham, Wasps,

Social and Solitary) ; and to the Wistar Institute
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of Anatomy and Biology for the frontispiece

(from the Journal of Comparative Neurology).

I desire to express my grateful acknowledg-

ment of the help and advice received from

Dr C. S. Myers, who most carefuUy read through

both manuscript and proofs, making many

valuable suggestions to the great improvement

of the text. To Mr C. L. Burt, who kindly read

through the proofs, I am indebted for numerous

emendations. My thanks are also due to

Miss C. M. Ryley, whose friendly criticism has

helped to remove much that was obscure or

confused in expression. Lastly, I must thank

Mr J. T. Cunningham for permitting me to

consult him at considerable length on the subject

of hormones, and their possible role in inciting

to functional activity the periodic instincts.

It^only remains to state that for all errors,

whether of fact, exposition, or interpretation,

I alone am responsible.

E. M. S.

Cambridge,

March, 1915
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY : PROTOZOAN BEHAVIOUR

Unless we set out with the preconception

that mind is the prerogative of man, the ques-

tion whether mind is coextensive with Hving

protoplasm or is the possession of only the more

highly organized animals must at some time

suggest itself. But, whatever prejudices we may
hold, it is incumbent upon us, before definitely

accepting either view, to ascertain, if possible,

the level at which the first manifestations of

mind occur. On either finding, too, it is of the

utmost importance for our proper comprehension

of the developed mind to trace its gradual evolu-

tion from the simpler to the more complex forms

;

and, furthermore, the study of mental phenomena

at the earHest stage of their appearance helps to

demonstrate the more primitive, fundamental,

and inalienable characteristics of mind.

The solution of these and kindred problems

cannot be decided a priori, but demands the

s. I
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careful study and systematic observation of

the behaviour of different organisms under

widely varying conditions ; and to this study

much labour and ingenuity have been devoted

during the past few decades. It is the aim, then,

of this essay to present briefly certain of the more

important evidence yielded by these investiga-

tions.

In view of the importance attachiag to the

first appearance of mind in the animal kingdcHXiy

it will be well at the outset of our survey to

give some account of what is now known of

the habits and behaviour of the structurally

simplest animals, the Protozoa. It wiH be

clearer and more convenient to confine our

attention as far as possible to one class of these

minute creatures. We will, therefore, select for

our purpose the ciliate infusorian Paramecium^

since its reacticms may, in many respects, be

p^arded as representative of the more typical

features of protozoan conduct, and are illtistra-

tive of the main points to be presented.

The most outstanding feature of a Parame-

cium's behaviour consists in its definite and
well-marked reactions ta certain chemicals. For

instance, if a drop of weak sulphuric or pro-

prionic acid be introduced, by means of a
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capillary pipette, into a sUde of Paramecia, the

animals will quickly collect within the region of

the acid, and, forming a dense aggregation, wUl
remain there. Similar behaviour may also be

shown towards certain injurious chemicals : thus,

Paramecia freely swim into a drop of corrosive

sublimate, only to encounter instant death.

Numerous other conditions could be cited which

elicit this aggregation phenomenon, notably a cer-

tain optimal degree (which varies with adaptation)

of warmth ; but the instances already given must

suffice for illustration.

Equally striking, on the other hand, is the

marked distaste and avoidance normally shown

by these animals towards certain other condi-

tions, among which may be mentioned a solu-

tion of common salt from -^ per cent, upwards,

extreme heat, and light containing ultra-violet

rays ; the areas where these conditions obtain

being completely deserted. The introduction of

any of these stimuh is accompanied by a well-

marked dispersal phenomenon which contrasts

strongly with the aggregation phenomenon re-

ferred to above.

From these and Hke observations Loeb was

led to conclude that the lower organisms are

mere automata, certain stimuli attracting them

1—3
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with a fatal inevitableness, as a magnet attracts

steel, while others no less certainly repel them.

Of such simple, direct, irresistible and automatic

responses Loeb conceives protozoan conduct to

consist ; and, on account of its analogy with

certain facts in plant life, long known as

tropisms, his view is commonly referred to as

the ' tropistic ' theory.

Another worker, Jennings, however, not con-

tent with thus recording only the end-state of

the mass effect caused by these various stimuli,

sought to observe precisely in what manner and

by what processes this end-state was brought

about. To do so it was necessary to scrutinise

closely the behaviour of individuals from the

moment of the first disturbance caused by the

test stimulus until such time as a state of apparent

equilibrium was reached. And so important are

the results yielded by this minute examination

that some account must now be given of

them.

On observing individuals closely, it was found

that when a drop of a weak acid solution was
introduced, as already described, into a slide of

Paramecia, the animals still continued swimming
restlessly about in their usual random and
aimless manner ; but that when by chance any
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individual came into contact with the drop

of acid solution, such individual entered and

remained there, its activity thenceforward being

confined within the boundary of the acid.

Gradually, through their active exploration,

all or the greater part of the Paramecia en-

counter the acid, and so a dense aggregation

comes to be formed. So far it should be noted

that the acid exerts no ciirect attraction on the

organisms, which after its introduction swim

about in a random manner in aU directions,

only being brought into contact with the acid

by chance.

The next point of interest is to consider

how the acid succeeds in acting as a trap. In

order t© understand this some account of the

structure of a Paramecium must be given.

A Paramecium is a ciliate infusorian supposed

to resemble a shpper in shape, and on that

account sometimes spoken of as the slipper

organism (see fig. i, p. 7). Its body is entirely

covered with fine hair-like structures or cilia set

in oblique rows. In swimming the animal is

carried forward by the backward movement of

the cilia ; retreat is accomplished by a reversal

of the ciliary wave. Both movements, however,

are accompanied by a slight rotation on the
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long axis, caused by the fact that the cilia

are set obliquely. Further, one side of the

organism is differentiated by bearing the oral

groove, a long funnel extending from the mouth,

in the middle of the body, forward to the anterior

end. Owing to the fact that the cilia in the oral

groove beat rather more strongly than the rest

the anterior end is continually being turned

away from the oral side. An admirable instance

of these movements is to be seen in Paramecium's

reaction to an obstacle (fig. i). Paramecium, on

the whole, tends, except in certain physiological

states, to avoid contact with large, solid bodies.

Its behaviour may be roughly described as

foUows :—One of these infusoria on coming into

contact with debris or other objects stops sud-

denly, reverses the stroke of its cilia thus causing

a backward movement, then pausing, turns aside,

and once more starts on a forward course, thereby

completing the sequence of movements known
as the ' motor reflex ' or ' avoiding reaction.'

If the new direction also brings it into contact

with the obstacle, a fresh avoiding reaction is

given, this behaviour being, for a time, repeated

on each contact with the obstacle. Sooner

or later the combination of the backward move-
ment with the summation of turns toward the
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aboral side tends to bring the animal into a
direction facing a clear path where it may jsmm
forward unimpeded for the moment. A diagram-
matic representation of this behaviour is given
below in fig. i.

We are now in a position to understand
how the aggr^ation phenomena, so frequently

Fig. I. Diagram of the avoiding reaction df Paramedum. A is

a folid object or other source of stimulation, ii-6, successive

positions occupied by the animal. (The rotation on the long

axis is not shown.) (After Jennings.)

observed in the behaviour of these organisms

to certain stimuli, are brought about. To
return to the Parameciu caught (by mere ac-

cident as we have shown), in the drop of weak

acid, close attention to their movements wiU

«haw that the individuals which have entered this
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drop are frequently very active, swimming about

within it restlessly in every direction. The sole

uniform feature which their conduct presents

consists in the ' motor reflex ' (constituted, as

we have just seen, of a backward movement

followed by a sharp turn) which is invariably

given by each animal on arriving at the margin

where acid and water meet. By this reaction

the animals are prevented from re-entering the

water and are kept within the region of the acid.

Their behaviour here is in all essentials similar to

that already described in the case of the avoidance

of an obstacle, the obstacle in this instance being

replaced by the different medium, water, contact

with which occasions the motor reflex.

The true explanation underlying the so-

called ' tropistic ' responses wiU now be readily

understood. The attraction of weak acids and

of the cooler region is shown on closer observation

to be apparent rather than real. It is a negative

and not a positive phenomenon, being ultimately

due to avoidance of the adjoining conditions.

And this avoidance does not occur in a definite

and immediate manner but is only achieved,

if at aU, by a process of trial. The avoidance

of extreme heat, of salt solution, and of idtra-

violet rays is to be similarly explained. These
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unfavourable conditions arouse the animal to

increased restlessness, until it finally passes

out of the area of stimulation : no specially

marked reaction occurs on passing out of this

region ; but should the animal in the course

of its activity again encounter the objectionable

stimuli, the avoiding reflex is repeated, and so

the unfavourable area remains deserted.

The significance of the diflFerence between the

two theories of interpretation of the behaviour

of the lower organisms—the one just described

which will be referred to as the ' trial and error
'

interpretation, and the tropistic theory previously

dealt with— wiU now be evident. Whereas

the latter theory requires that the organisms

shall respond to significant stimuH with a fatal

inevitableness and immediacy, the trial and

error hypothesis involves, potentially at least,

the testing of conditions over a relatively wide

area by the animals. Thus, Paramecium, as

we have just seen, in avoiding an unfavourable

region tries various directions, and only comes

to rest when fatigued, or on meeting with con-

ditions adapted to its requirements. On the

occurrence of any changes, either in the internal

condition of the animal or in the external

conditions of the environment, such as render
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the latter no loaiger suited to the former, the

animal once more swims away, testing different

directions until again satisfied. Similariy, move-

ments tending to take it out of the favourable

area are corrected. In shorty the facts brought

out by the detailed observations upon whiidi

the trial and error theory is based, show that

emphasis must be laid not so much on the

intrinsic character of external BtimuU as on

the changes •vdiich occur in accustomed condi-

tions. And such changes need not necessarily

consist in the substitution or introduction of

a novel stimulus. A mere variation in the in-

tensity of the stimulus often suffices to effect

a reversal of behaviour ; a fact which is utterly

at variance with the tropistic interpretation.

This change of reaction consequent upon altera-

tion in the intensity of the stimulus is usually

known as sensibihty to difference.

The importance of the role assxuned by a

change in acctistomed conditions leads to a

consideration of the phenomenon of adaptation

or acchmiatization.

It has long been known that if one hand
is placed for a few seconds in water heated

to about 40° C. and then transferred to water

the temperature of which is approximately that of
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the skin (30° C), immersion in the latter, which
as a rule evokes no pronounced temperature

sensation, will now occasion a distinct sensation

of cold. Moreover, the hand can bear immersion

in wat€r heated to a rather higher degree

than usual if subjected immediately before to

immersion in water heated to 40° C. Facts

such as these are closely paralleled in the life

of the Protozoa. For example, Paramecium

as a rule gives the avoiding reaction to weak
saline solution and to all degrees of temperature

bdow 24° C. or above 28° C. But if kept for

some time in -^ per cent, salt solution or at a

temperature of 36°~38° C, it will be found

that the optimum has temporarily changed

and that the avoiding response will no longer

be given to weaker salt solution or to tempera-

tures of from 30° to 32° C, but only to relatively

strong salt solutions, and to temperatures higher

than 32° C. or lower than 30° C.

The problem now arises as to why conditions

w'hich at one time are consistently avoided

at -another should evoke no response. The

explanation which most readily suggests itself

is that subjection to a stimulus of a certain

intensity blunts discrimination in regard to

lesser degrees of intensity of the same stimulus.
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That blunting of discrimination does occur

is evident from the facts recently recorded

in regard to the selection of food by the organ-

ism Stentor. Schaeffer has found that whereas

this animal, when nearly satiated, nicely dis-

criminates between Trachdomonas and Euglena—
consistently rejecting the former—it, neverthe-

less, manifests no such preference in a more

hungry condition. Thus, if a mixture containing

the two organisms in question together with

starch, grain, sand, etc., be offered to a hungry

Stentor, the animal while stiU rejecting the

starch and sand, etc., wiU now swallow Trachelo-

monas with an avidity equal to that shown

for Euglena.

But this explanation does not reach the

root of the matter ; for behind both acclimatiza-

tion and the various grades of discrimination

there lies what may be termed the inner condition

or physiological state of the organism. This

state is undergoing continuous change according

as the animal is hungry or replete, fresh or

fatigued, injured or whole, etc. ; and these

changes which take place in the physiological

state of an organism are every whit of as great

an importance in determining activity as are

the various external stimuli to which the animal
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is subjected. It is not sufficient to regard

an organism's behaviour in the manner of the

tropistic theory, as being solely composed of a

sum of specific responses (together with their

mutual interactions) to various stimuU. To do

so is to ignore the nature of the organism as a'

vital unit. And not only so, but it fails to

explain a fact conclusively demonstrated, namely,

that the same stimulus may, at diflFerent times,

eKcit diverse responses from an individual. It

follows that an infusorian's conduct cannot be so

definitely predicted as was once believed, since

the nature of its activity at any moment is not

a simple function of certain specific external

stimidi, but is largely determined by the physio-

logical condition which in turn is the outcome of

its past states. The series of reactions given by

Paramecia to filter paper may be taken as an

instance. These animals on coming into contact

with a small piece of filter paper first give the

usual avoiding reaction. It has been observed,

however, that, should this response not prove

successful, subsequent contact may again occa-

sion the avoiding response, though this time in

a less marked manner—the backward movement

being greatly reduced. If this further reaction is

also unsuccessful in evading the obstacle, the
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Paramecium may finally settle against the paper,

—passing on after a few seconds to a new position,

but still in contact with the paper. Finally it

leaves the paper and swims away. As Jennings

remarks :
' So far as can be seen, the Para-

mecium first responds to the solid by the avoiding

reaction, later by the positive contact reaction,

and stUl later suspends the contact reaction,

all without any change in external conditions.

The changes inducing the change in reaction

must then be within the animal.'

In other organisms, Peranema and Stentor,

we also find a well-defined series of different

responses resultant upon a single stimulus.

In the case of the former animal, a flagellate,

it has been found that when a specimen becomes

entangled in a fibrous mass, the following

sequence of actions occurs, (a) Not only the

tip of the flagellum, as under normal conditions,

but a much greater part becomes active, beating

backwards and forwards with increased vigour.

If this response is unsuccessful in freeing the

animal from the obstruction it is followed by
(b) a sharp turn of the body and swimming
away in the new direction (fig. 2). These

reactions may be rapidly alternated until Pera-

nema is freed from the debris.
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In the classical instance of Stentor the variety

of responses is greater. Stentor is a small trumpet-

shaped ciliate. The lower portion of its body
is enclosed in a sheath or tube formed from a

mucous secretion. At its smaller end, known
as the foot, the protoplasm throws out pseudo-

podia by means of which the animal attaches

itself to some water-plant or debris. If an

L 0.1 771 m. A

Fig. 2. Peranema crawling in the direction of the arrow j only

the bent tip of the flagellum is active. (After Mast.)

irritating substance, such as finely powdered

carmine, be dropped on the oral disc of the

extended animal, Stentor may, at first, appear

indifferent, engulfing the particles in the usual

manner (fig. 3). If the stimulation be continued,

however, the animal generally bends over towards

the aboral side, a reaction which may be repeated

several times. When this mode of response
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is inadequate to free the animal from the foreign

substance, it is frequently succeeded by one

totally different—the action of the peristomial

Fig. 3. A cloud of carmine is introduced into the water currents

passing to the mouth of the Stentor. (After Jennings.)

ciHa surrounding the oral disc is for a moment
reversed, a response adapted to throw particles

oflE the disc. Should this in turn prove in-
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adequate, more vigorams measures are resort^i

to. Stervtor strongly contracts its whole body,

then, slowly, extends again. And, finally, if

the stimulus still persists, the contractions

increase in vigour and rapidity. This mea&ure

generally results in freeing the erfiature fcom

its attachment. Ther^eupon it swims away to

seek a more congenial neighbourhood.

It will be evident fromi these few examples

that the internal physiological condition of an t'

organism is an important factor to be recktmed

with in calculating an animal's responses to

its environment; a©d, further, that the rMe

play«d 'by internal conditions is adaptive and

regulatory, accommodating the animal to deal

wirfi a particular envir^onment in a manner

more eflFective for its welfare. Thus, Stentor's

responses to sm. irritating stimulus become

increasingly efiective ; and, on the lOther ha©d,

it can be shown that harmless stimuli, saach as

water, cjease after a time to provoke unnecessary

activity.

While the regulative role played by the phy-

siological state -canjiot be questioned, certain

further inferences of a less warrantaWe character

have at times ^een deduced from the same

data. These infeirenees assert that the fact
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of adaptation is evidence of a rudimentary

ability to learn by experience, an ability which

has frequently been regarded as affording a

criterion of the presence of mind. It is implied

that Stentor in some way ' realises ' the in-

adequacy of its earlier responses or the harmless

nature of the stimulus, and modifies its action

accordingly. But such an assumption is al-

together gratuitous. It is more in accord with

the facts to regard these modifications of be-

haviour as physiologically conditioned. The

cessation of response may be compared to the

well-known phenomenon of acclimatization to

chemicals, a phenomenon adequately explained

on a purely chemical basis ; while, in the

instances where we have a series of increasingly

effective responses—each of which, it should be

remarked, is more vigorous than the preceding

—

the phenomenon may be well explained as the

outcome of a heightened irritability due in

part to the persistence of the stimulus, in

part to the preceding avoiding reactions them-

selves.

The question whether protozoan behaviour

presents any features clearly indicating ability

to learn by experience, as distinct from mere
physiological adaptation, must now be considered.
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The data at our command are scanty, but some
evidence has been educed to show that Para-

mecium can apparently acquire one habit. The
conditions were as follows :—^A Paramecium was
placed in a fine glass tube, the diameter of which

was rather less than the animal's length, and

which contained only a very small amount
of water. Owing to the narrowness of the

tube the Paramecium had considerable difficulty

in reversing its course therein, having, perforce,

to double on itself in order to turn. The kymo-

graphic records show that within a very few

minutes a number of these creatures came,

in requirement with the conditions, to modify

their usual avoiding reaction by means of pro-

longing the lateral turn. Further, the experi-

menters. Day and Bentle^, found that when

after an interval of from ten to twenty minutes

the same Paramecia were again placed in

the capillary-tubes their behaviour contrasted

in two respects with that displayed on the

original trials : (i) the first turns of the second

series were accomplished on the whole more

quickly than those of the first series ; and
' '

(2) the maximum speed and facihty of turning

were reached much sooner in the later tests.

These results reveal a certain persistence of

2—

2
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the acquired reaction that immediately suggests

analogy with learning by experience. An attempt

to interpret the facts as an example of individual

learning, however, has met with severe criticism.

It is pointed out that the seeming habit may
be otherwise accounted for. As is well known,

Paramecium takes in and excretes water with

the most astonishing rapidity. Furthermore,

abnormal conditions tend to bring about marked

changes in this infusorian's body. It is, there-

fore, highly probable that, owing to confinement

in a smaU amount of water, such alterations

in form, size or consistency as would readaly

explain the increased facility in turning, may
have occurred in this organism ; while die

second feature, the persistence of the habit

after several minutes, is attributable to the

persistence of the changed physic^ condition.

There is, therefore, no clear proof of the

occurrence of any phenomenon requiring for

its explanation the presence of consciousness

in the Protozoa. Nor is there any evidence

to show that these simple creatures are able

to profit by experience in any but the

most transitory manner. Such modifications

as do occur are, indeed, adequately accounted

for by a change in physiological condition
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brought about by immediately preceding stimu-

lation.

The so-caUed ' indeterminateness ' frequently

manifested in the behaviour of these micro-

organisms,, the random movements upon which

the theory of trial and error is based, have

sometimes been appealed to as affording evidence

of the presence of that spontaneity which is

regarded as an attribute of mind. But Jennings,

who has devoted the utmost care to the obser-

vation of these phenomena, never wearies of

insisting that the apparently random movements

are in truth very definitely determined, in part,

by the organism''s structure, in part, by its

present condition which is to a large extent

the outcome of its preceding condition. It

is a mistake to suppose that the trial and error

view in contradistinction to the tropistic view

implies chance : on either theory the most

rigid determinism is involved. There is, how-

ever, a fundamental difference between the

two, for Jennings' interpretation alone admits

the assumption of plasticity.

Now the importance of plasticity lies in

the fact that it affords a basis for further develop-

ment, whereas the rigid fixity of tropisms, on

the contrary, absolutely prohibits any enduring
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modification. Plasticity only requires that the

facts of selection, adaptation, and varied re-

sponse to a stimulus be raised by means of

the growth of a finer discrimination to their

highest power, in order to present us with an

organism exhibiting objectively aU the features

of a very high degree of intelligence—an organism

that would discover the most adequate response

to a stimulus and, modifying its behaviour

accordingly, would retain and make use on

future occasions of the lesson learnt in a single

experience. Such a stage might conceivably

be reached by advancing on the lines laid down

in the trial and error reaction. One of the

chief objections to the tropistic interpretation,

as we have said, is that it precludes any such

advance. Nevertheless, though the available

evidence does not support a tropistic interpreta-

tion of the behaviour of the Protozoa, it is by

no means necessary to refuse it a subordinate

place as presenting a more or less true account

of certain phenomena when regarded in isolation.

There is reason to believe, for instance, that

the tropistic hypothesis is the more adequate

to account for the behaviour of these micro-

organisms when subjected to the abnormal

stimulus of a galvanic current.
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To sum up, though the activities of uni-

cellular organisms reveal no irrefragable proof

of the presence of mind, a study of their conduct

suffices to exhibit at least a fundamental resem-

blance to so-called ' intelligent ' behaviour.



CHAPTER II

RETENTIVENESS : HABIT-FORMATION

If an animal is to make any real progress

the effects of experience must be, in some measure,

retained Two kinds of retentiveness may-

be distinguished ; the one, purely physiological

;

the other involving consciousness and hence

termed psychological. Moreover, conduct that

exhibits physiological retentiveness need not

involve retentiveness of the psychological, or

conscious, kind. For example, among quite

lowly animals we find apparent manifestations

of conscious retentiveness ; but it behoves us to

be wary, since such appearances frequently turn

out on further analysis to be illusory, their

ascription to memory being possible only through

mistaken identity. A case in point is the

behaviour of certain Ophiuroids or Brittle-stars.

These animals when pulled away from an object

will usually, if given the opportunity, return

direct to it or, in the event of its removal, to
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thx: place it had occupied. Such coaduct woidd
seem to imply . the retention, somehow, in

consciousness of an impression of the object

or of its direction. In the light of subsequent

observation, however, this assumption appears

unnecessary, for it has been found that Ophiuroids

tend, in the absence of interfering stimuli,

to keep definitely in a direction once adopted,

the same ray remaining leader throughout.

The whole occurrence probably depends on the

persistence of the physiological state original^

determining the leading ray (and in consequence

the direction) ; while the heightened irritabiUty

of this ray will reinforce the said state.

Another good instance is to be fouiKl in

the habits of certain Actinians. These animals

are found living on the under side as well as

on the upper surface of rocks. In the former

situation the disc is directed downwards, in

the latter upwards. When several individuals

selected from both positions were placed in

an aquarium between an upper and a lower

plate of glass, it was found that either set of

animals took up a position corresponding to

that occupied on the rocks ; but that this

tendency appeared to be lost in from one to

two days if the animals were prevented from
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resuming their accustomed position in the

meantime. In cases such as these we must look

to the inner state of the organism to aflFord us

a clue of the situation. It is not that the animals

' remember ' their previous orientation, but that

any other orientation would be incongruent

with their physiological state, which has become

modified in a certain manner.

The persistence of rhythmical behaviour

for a longer or shorter period, in the absence

of the conditions originally inducing it, presents

another most striking phenomenon. The periodic

migrations of the small green marine worm,

Convoluta roscoffensis, so admirably described

by Dr Keeble in his little book Plant Animals

(Cambridge 1910), constitute perhaps the most

interesting example. But for an instance of

a similar phenomenon occurring in a better-

known animal we may turn to the hermit-

crab. The conduct of this decapod has been

found to vary according to the tide ; the animal

at low tide persistently avoiding the light

that it constantly seeks at high tide. But

this regular alternation of behaviour was observed

to persist for three weeks after the crustaceans

had been removed from the influence of the

tides and placed in an aquarium. These and
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similar facts may be best explained by supposing

the organism in question to have become through

long wont attuned to the regular alternation of

certain physiological states resulting in diflferent

behaviour. It must further be assumed that,

owing to the latent inertia displayed by organisms,

this attunement once induced is not subject

to sudden alteration but can only gradually

be abohshed. If this view be true it is to be

expected that rhythmical habits of long duration

woiJd, in time, come to acquire a certain quasi-

independence and continue to persist for a

brief period even in the absence of eflEective

stimuH. In short, the animal only behaves

in its accustomed manner because it cannot

at once adapt itself to new conditions. The
case is not one of conscious memory but merely

"^

of physiological inertia.

Retentiveness manifests itself under three,

widely diflFerent, forms. The first of these, which

we may designate repetition, consists in ability to

repeat an action or series of actions once learnt,

and is predominantly motor in character ; it is

fundamental in habit-formation,'Pand is based

chiefly on retentiveness of the physiological

order. Contrasted with 'this are^ the other two

forms—recognition and recollection—^in both of <^
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which retentiveness of the conscious order is

supreme. Of recognition, it may be said that it

involves, primarily, retentipn of meaning as op-

posed to repetition of movements. The third

form, typified by recollection, is only met with

) at the ideational kvel. At this stage the past

is not only known in so far as it modifies some

present percept, but previous experiences may

) be said, in a sense, to have gained an entity

of their own ; the subject is able to ' recall

'

or ' reconstruct ' them. In man, recognition

frequently though not necessarily starts a train

of recollection, but the two must not therefore

be confused : since in recognition, as here under-

stood, there is no explicit conscious reference

whatsoever to the absent or the past as suchj

> localisation in time being classed, for the purpose

of the present essay, under recoUection. If this

usage of the term is not strictly orthodox it is

at least convenient.

Confining our attention for the present to

repetition and recognition, it may be noted

in passing that the former approximates closely

to the purely mechanical ; and tends, once started,

to carry itself out. The point of real interest,

however, is the intimate connexion of the two.

Their relation is shown by the fact that repetition
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as instanced in a motor habit, for example,

frequently depends for its cue on recognition;

a certain mode of response comes to be associated

with a particular stimulus or object. Conversely,

in the case of animals the only sign of the

presence of recognition is often this very habit

of differential response. For instance, a cat may
be taoight to come into a room to be fed whem
a certain note is sounded, but will remain wher^ it

is when any other note is struck. We have her^s

the formation of an artificial habit (coming into

the room to be fed) which is set into operation

by recognition o^f a particuiar situation (a certain

auditory -experience) ; and when such habit is

confined to the appropriate stimulus it affords

evidence of the recognition of the significant

note. The remainder of, this chapter will be

devcjted chiefly to the discussion of motor iabits

and their formation, the consideration of recog-

nition as determined by associative memory
being postponed to the succeeding chapter.

The degree of rapidity with which new

motor habits are acqxdred, together with 1?he

joomplexity of sucli habits, affords an index

of a subject's plasticity. And, further, the

mor€ rapidly such habits are acquired and the

greater the length of time they persist after
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relatively few experiences, the smaller the prob-

ability that we are dealing with purely physio-

logical retentiveness.

Since it is to be expected that, ceteris paribus,

habits will be most readily acquired when

connected with the more imperative needs of

the organism, the motives most extensively

employed as incentives to habit-formation are

those of attaining food or shelter. An ex-

periment made on the small fish, Gobius, whose

home is a shell, wiU serve as an example. The

fish was placed in one compartment of a tank

divided into two by a glass screen, its shell

being placed in the other compartment. The
only passage from the one compartment to

the other was by means of a small opening

situated right at one end of the screen. Gobius

seeing the shell sought to reach it, and in the

attempt collided frequently with the partition.

At length the opening was found and Gobius

passed through. Each time the test was re-

peated the opening was found with greater

precision and after fewer blunders, until, on

the fifth trial, the fish swam direct to the aperture

and thence straightforward to its home. This

case, which is typical of many others, shows

the learning of a path involving the inhibition
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of movements whicli falsely appear to lead

direct to the desired object. Notice, the needful

detour is not registered at once but is learnt only

gradually, a feature distinctive of physiological

retentiveness and hence of repetition rather

than of recognition.

The fact that animals, when offered sufficient

inducement in the shape of food or shelter,

can be taught to learn a path, has been utilized

as a method of experiment by students of

animal behaviour ; and from small beginnings

this method has been systematically developed

and adapted to the needs of various animals,

until in the case of birds and rodents the most

elaborate mazes, such as that at Hampton
Court, have been successfully employed. Indeed,

the group of experiments resting on this

basis forms, so far, one of the most noticeable

features of the work «on animal behaviour

during the present century.

^^ The essence of the labyrinth method consists

in training an animal to select from among
various paths and to follow that which alone

leads direct to the goal. An incentive suited

to the nature of the subjects is usually offered;

e.g. in the case of monkeys, fruits or nuts ; in

the case of turtles, the regaining of the nest
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or of companionship; and in the case of frogs

water placed at the far «nd of the labyrinth, etc.

AJbove all it is important that in each case the

labyrinth, employed shall be adapted to th« species

tested. Thus for the crayfish a very simple type

of labyrinth is used involving only a S'ingle choice

of paths (fig- 4). The apparatus employed

f

1I

Gl
f

I

I

Fig. 4. Labyrinth used by Yerlces and Huggins in -experhnents on

the crayfish. T, compartment fromw'hich animal was started
;

J", paxtition at exit ; G, iglass plate clo»ij\g one exit. {R^tco-

duced from Washburn's The Animal Mind^ p. zzfi.)

consists of a box leading to an aquarium.

At the entrance end, two triangular blodcs

affijced to eitker comer insure the subject's

starting out from a central (ije. an indifferent)

position. At the opposite end, adjoining the

.aquarium, a longitudinal partition placed mid-

way between the two sides divides the tank at
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its upper end into two passages. Either passage

can be closed by a glass screen, thereby leaving

an open path on one side of the box only.

The arrangement will be clear from the figure

^ven above-

At first the correct passage was only selected

in 50 per cent, of the trials. But this percentage

was gradually raised until with the sixtieth

trial it had reached 90 per cent. One individual

which underwent a larger number of tests suc-

ceeded in forming a ' perfect ' habit in 250

trials ; and, further, proved able, when the accus-

tomed passage was closed by the screen, to form

the new habit of taking the path it had previously

learnt to avoid.

As contrasting with this simple type of

labyrinth we find at the other end of the scale

the use of the Hampton Court maze (fig. 5).

This is a highly complex maze in which the

true path is very devious and irregular, and

necessitates the passing of the entrances to

no fewer than six culs-de-sac. It has been

found to present considerable difficulty even

to human beings. Nevertheless it has been

successfully learnt by white rats, by an English

sparrow, by squirrels, and by monkeys, thus

demonstrating the ability of these animals to
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form a motor habit of considerable com-

plexity.

Moreover the labyrinth habit is a true

habit, not to be explained simply by the persis-

tence of a stimulus or by physiological inertia. It

has, indeed, been found that many of the animals
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thus proving the presence of a certain degree of

retention. In the case of the pigeon a simple

labyrinth habit was still practically perfect at the

end of four weeks, although no further training

had been given in the meantime. A cowbird,

which proved relatively slow in learning a maze,

when tested after an interval of thirty days,

completely recovered the habit by the fourth test.

Guinea-pigs were found to retain perfect famili-

arity with a labyrinth path at the end of forty-

eight days. A female monkey, also, gave distinct

evidence of retention of the Hampton Court

maze after a period of one hundred days had

elapsed from the learning tests ; during which

time she had been re-tested only once and that

on the fiftieth day. Even the crayfish, whose

behaviour was described above, made 70 per

cent, of right choices after an interval of two

weeks.

Since the abihty of various animals to learn

and retain labyrinth paths of various complexity

has been clearly demonstrated, it is desirable

to proceed further and to discover the nature

of the processes that enter into the formation

of the habit. Here the white rat wiU best serve

as an example, its behaviour in this connexion

having been subjected to more careful analysis

3-^
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than, perhaps, that of any other animal. How
then, we may inquire, does this rodent learn

a path through a maze ? Which of the various

receptors (or sense-organs) are called into play ?

That vision is not absolutely essential is

shown by the numerous experiments proving

the white rat's abiHty to learn a maze in the

dark, or when deprived of the use of its eyes.

Also, rats whose ears have been filled with

paraffin-wax, rats in which the olfactory nerves

have been rendered insensitive, and rats with the

vibrissae cut, have aU learnt mazes—facts which

prove that auditory impressions, olfactory im-

pressions and tactile impressions received through

the vibrissae are none of them indispensable. One
rat even when deprived simultaneously of im-

pressions received through the visual, tactile, and

olfactory end-organs succeeded in learning a

labyrinth. From these and kindred observations

Watson was led to deduce that the white rat's

success in learning a maze is dependent chiefly

' on its kinaesthetic and organic ' sensations,' i.e.

on sensations arising from muscular and visceral

activity.

More recent experiments, however, suggest

that the importance of the tactile sense has

hitherto been underestimated. For it was noticed
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that when rats with the head and nose vibrissae

clipped are set to learn a maze, they frequently

bump their heads or noses at the corners

against the walls. The records reveal a definite

correlation between the number of these corner-

contacts and the number of errors, the contacts

gradually decreasing as the habit comes to

be acquired, but increasing again the instant

hesitation or uncertainty occurs. Hence it

may be assumed that the contact sense normally

plays some part in the rat's learning of a laby-

rinth. Whether the senses of sight, smell, etc.,

play a subsidiary role remains uncertain, but

it is not disproved by the fact that they have

been shown not to be indispensable.

It has just been remarked that the number

of head-contacts decrease and finally vanish

completely as the habit becomes perfect; from

which it appears that factors involved in the

learning of a habit may be entirely unnecessary

to the successful performance of the habit

when learnt. Therefore whilst admitting that

the contact-sense is of the utmost importance

during the actual learning, it is not inconsistent

to assert that the rat's running of a labyrinth

when learnt is controlled almost entirely by

kinaesthetic and organic cues. That such is
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indeed the case there is abundant evidence

to prove. For example, if, after rats have learnt

a maze, a portion of it be removed, whereby-

certain of the runways are shortened while the

general relations of the maze are left intact, it

wiU be found that the animals at first invariably

bump into the end-walls of the reduced alleys.

On the other hand, when it is the shortened

form of maze that is first learnt, it will be found

that the rats, on being tested subsequently

in the lengthened maze, will constantly attempt

to round the alleys at the former accustomed

distances, regardless of the absence of openings.

In either case vision is inoperative. It is of

interest to note that this would seem not to

hold true of the pigeon. For on being given

similar tests this bird was never observed to

butt into the walls.

The above facts suggest that the running

of a labyrinth path becomes, in time, an auto-

^•matic habit requiring the minimum of attention

for its performance. In this as in other respects

it closely resembles the playing of memorized

music. Just as in the playing of a familiar

melody each movement of the fingers prompts

the next position of the hand, so each movement
of a trained rat running the maze inevitably
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suggests the succeeding movement. The ten-

dency displayed by rats (as also by squirrels

and turtles) to return to the starting point

on any slip, error, hesitation or interruption,

no matter how near the goal they may be,

and to make an entirely fresh beginning, rather

than to take up the path from the point where

they were interrupted or to correct themselves

en route, bears out the analogy. For likewise

upon interruption the pianist who has learnt

his piece must generally make a completely new
start, or at least return to the beginning of a

phrase.

This automaticity, characterising the ac-

quired maze habit, is rendered possible by

the gradual transference, during learning, of

the control from cues derived through the

extero-ceptors {i.e. the end-organs which receive

impressions derived from the external world)

to cues derived through the proprio-ceptors

{i.e. the end-organs whose stimuli are the

changes going on in the deep tissues of the

organism, e.g. in the muscles, tendons, and

blood-vessels). The rat, as we have seen,

relies at first chiefly on contact cues, possibly

also on visual and olfactory cues ; but these

in time give place to kinaesthetic and organic
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cues which, ultimately assume complete domi-

nance. From the intimate relationship shown

to exist between kinaesthesis and automatism,

it will be readily understood that on the intro-

duction of the slightest change in the conditions

of the maze the subjects once more fall back

' on the extero-ceptors ; the proprio-ceptors, on

account of the readiness with which they lend

themselves to the automatizing of behaviour,

being ill-adapted to cope with situations requiring

rapid readjustment.

Not only- may there be this transference

from extero-ceptive to proprio-ceptive, butHunter

has further succeeded in proving that tmder

certain conditions one set of cues may come

to be replaced by another set, derived through

^the same extero-ceptor as the first. His subjects

were pigeons. After a maze had been learnt

by the birds it was rotated first through 90°

and later through 270°. Birds that were con-

siderably confused by the first rotation made
perfect records on the further rotation. Hunter's

observations strongly suggest that whereas the

birds had at first in great part relied on visual

cues afforded by objects outside the maze,

they later came, on the failure of these, to adopt

in their stead certain visual features presented
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by the interior of the maze. Unlike the white

rat, the pigeon, it wiU be remembered, is always

to some extent dependent on vision in running

the maze, the labyrinth habit, therefore, never

acquiring such a high degree of automatism

in its case as in the case of the rat.

Yet another feature must be mentioned as the

outcome of the automaticity characteristic of the

perfected labyrinth habit. It is now ascertained

(judging by objective data) that rats do not learn

mazes with any greater facility after having had

experience in previous mazes. But since the

increased acquaintance with the general nature

of labyrinths, and the growing association with

the reward received at the end, must count

as advantageous, this apparent failure to improve

can only be attributed to the automatizing

nature of the process. For automatism, as has

already been pointed out, makes against adapta-

tion or innovation within its own sphere of

authority. While it renders the subject in some

respects more independent of its environment,

for that very reason it throws him oflF his guard

and leaves him less prepared to meet any novel

situation which may arise. This comes out

very clearly in the behaviour of the white

rat with its tendency to make stereotyped
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turns at certain definite distances, regardless of

whether they are appropriate to the conditions

prevaiUng at the moment.

Speaking generally of the relative difficulties

presented by the various features of a maze,

it may be said that as a rule rats experience

greater difficulty in learning to avoid culs-de-

sac than in mastering a new turn or a short

cut. And when a familiar labyrinth path is

modified, the new turn is more easily learnt

the nearer it is to the entrance ; indeed, it

would seem that in such modifications of route

a long familiar final portion constitutes an

essential to ready acquisition.

While dealing with the labyrinth method,

it should be insisted that the ability of animals

to learn quickly and to traverse without error

labyrinths of varying complexity by no means

constitutes (as might at first be mistakenly

supposed) an index of their ' general intelligence.'

^ At most it affords a criterion of their ability

to form a certain type of motor habit. For

example, on comparing the results yielded by

the different classes of subjects tested by this

method, it is found that rodents, especially

white rats, far excel all the other species ; birds

and monkeys proving considerably inferior, while
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the records of human subjects show httle if

any superiority. It is clear, therefore, that the

maze habit is one requiring a minimum of

intelligence : and herein lies its great value, for /

it provides an experiment, which is almost a

pure test of plasticity, and in which intelligence i

plays a very slight part.

In conclusion, a word must be said about

the various methods used to determine the

rate of formation of a labyrinth habit. Three

diflFerent kinds of records have been employed.

They consist in noting respectively {a) the

time required for each run from start to finish

;

(^) the complete distance, including all returns

on the true path and entries into culs-de-sac,

traversed by the animal during the run
;

{c) the

number of errors made on each trial. Of these

three methods the error record, for which no

conventional standard has as yet been agreed

upon, is the most variable. Experimenters differ

as to the evaluation of the various types of errors.

For instance, are all errors, whatever their nature,

to be accounted of equal value ? Should returns

upon the true path be classed with entries into

bhnd alleys ? Is not immediate withdrawal upon

entering a cul-de-sac to be distinguished from the

traversing of its entire length ? And are partial
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returns upon the true path to be equated with

total returns ? Either the errors must be

quantitatively estimated, in which case the

error method becomes nothing more than a

rough application of the distance method

;

or the errors must be qualitatively distinguished.

In this latter event, however, it is evident that

the method requires careful standardisation

before it can be adopted for comparative purposes.

The time record, on the other hand, has been

objected to on the ground that it covers ap-

parently irrelevant behaviour, such as pauses,

the stopping of animals en route to perform their

toilet, loitering, etc. ; nevertheless, for compara-

tive work, it proves the most satisfactory record

of the three and is the only one which takes

into account all the phases of the process of

learning. The distance record presents far

more difficulties as regards practical procedure

than either of the other two, and ia, as well,

very much more laborious. An elaborate analysis

of the three systems indicates that a combination

of the time and error records for the various

trials is, on the whole, the most representative

and practical method for comparative purposes.

With regard to the signification of these

various methods of record, it is of interest
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to note that comparative work on rats and
human adult subjects has shown {a) that whereas

rats decrease their time records on successive

trials relatively faster than their errors, the

reverse holds true of human subjects
;
{b) that

whereas the time taken by rats to run a maze
decreases sevenfold as compared with the dis-

tance, it is only relatively shghtly decreased by
human adults ; and lastly {c) that whereas

human adults at first decrease the distance

rapidly as compared with the errors, rats,

on the other hand, show little difference in

these records during the earHer tests, the rela-

tively greater decrease in distance only occurring

in the later tests. This last, it has been thought,

may aflEord some sort of criterion as to the

order of intelligent abiUty, if any, manifested.

For while a glance into a wrong aUey suffices,

even at an early period, to assure the human
subject of his error, the rat at a similar stage

continues right on to the end of the cul-de-sac

before discovering its mistake.

The evidence afforded by the use of the

labyrinth method at least proves that various

animals, from the crayfish to man, may be

taught to modify their behaviour in response

to the requirements of the environment, and
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to retain such modification over relatively long

periods. The process presents another aspect,

however, in that the acquirement of such modi-

fication in the form of a habit appears to render

the estabhshment of subsequent modifications

of a similar character more difficult.



CHAPTER III

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY AND SENSORY

DISCRIMINATION

It is a fact of common knowledge that

objects or occurrences, in themselves indiflferent

or unmeaning, may come to derive secondary

interest or meaning through association with

events possessed of intrinsic significance for the

subject. Everyone knows the excited interest

displayed by the house cat or dog upon hearing

the dinner gong. The behaviour displayed is

quite characteristic and is not to be called forth

by the ringing of the telephone beU or by the

chiming of a clock. In other words the sound

of the gong has meaning ; it is recognised.

Through previous experience it has become a sign

of the feast that is to follow.

Now it is just this very fact of meaning

being acquired through individual experience

which constitutes the cardinal point of recogni-

tion. Whence it foUows that all cases not
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requiring individual experience for their explana-

tion must be excluded from our rubric. Never-

theless, despite our canon, the line of cleavage

is not absolutely sharp, certain border-line

cases occurring in which, at present, definite

decision is impossible. The behaviour of the

tube-worm, Hydroides dianthus, may serve as

an example. H. dianthus reacts almost in-

variably to mechanical stimulation {e.g. the

touch of a glass rod) by withdrawing into its

tube. A sudden decrease in the intensity of

the light (as produced by dropping a black card-

board screen between the window and the dish

containing the worms) may likewise occasion a

^milar effect. But the response to shadows is

not nearly so constant as that to a mechanical

stimulus ; some individuals, indeed, cease to

respond as early as the third shadow when
the succession is fairly rapid. The experiment

consisted in combining both forms of stimulation,

the casting of each shadow being followed im-

mfidiately by a touch from the g^ss rod.

Upon subsequently testing the animals with

shadows alone, it was found that the shrinking

reaction was elicited far more constantly than

had been the case prior to training. Now a

possible explanation of the increased frequency
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of response tO' the photic stimulus may, of

course, be found in the heightened irritabihty

consequent upon repeated mechanical stimu-

lation. But some doubt as to the adequacy

of such explanation arises in view of the rela-

tively high degree of persistency of the riiodifi-

cation, a regular and marked increase in the

number of reactions to shadows continuing, in

one case, for seven days.

A less disputable instance is afforded by
Cowles's observations on the small crab, Ocypoda.

These crustaceans, though land-dwellers, require

to keep their gills constantly moistened ; and

to this end a dish containing water was placed

in their enclosure. Cowles noticed that in a

very few days contact with the empty glass

would alone suffice to call forth the characteristic

drinking response. The fact that individual

experience here played a part seems unques-

tionable.

Mainly because it presents in general such

a clear manifestation of individually acquired

modification or of learning through experience,

many writers have come to see in this phenomenon

of associative memory a touchstone of mind.

Very little reflexion, however, will serve to show

that before this criterion can be adopted ad hoc,

s. 4
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it requires considerable amplification and refining.

As various workers have already pointed out,

the rapidity with which associations are formed,

together with their complexity and relative

permanence when formed, must be taken into

account. Are we to consider, for example,

that a turtle requiring 290 trials before coming

to discriminate between two sets of 8 mm. lines,

similar in all respects save that the one set is

vertical, the other horizontal, aflEords by its

ultimate success an indubitable proof of con-

sciousness ?

But the phenomenon of associative memory
has been used in other ways than as criterion

of mind ; and it is to these that we must now

turn our attention.

First then, if used judiciously, we have in

the principle of associative memory a means

of testing the degree of strength of any instinct

or habit ; and, where any such instinct can be

broken down, through the means of the same

principle, we have proof that it is not tropistic in

character. Take the case of the May-fly nymph,
Heptagenia interpunctata. This insect is said to

be negatively phototactic {i.e. always to head

away from the direction of Hght rays). If,

however, its negative phototaxis is pitted against
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another deep-seated tendency, namely that of

seeking and cKnging to a stone—sometimes

known as ' thigmotaxis '—so that in order to

reach the stone the nymph is forced to travel

directly towards the source of Hght, it is found

that after some weeks' training the distance

from which the insect will approach the stone

is much greater than at first ; a fact aflFording

evidence that its negative phototaxis has been

thus far overcome.

Perhaps the most striking example of the in-

hibition of instinctive reaction, yet produced by
this method, is to be found in Triplett's experi-

ments on the perch. Two perch were placed

in one compartment of an aquarium and several

minnows in the other, the smaller fish being

separated from the larger by a glass screen.

The perch at first continually tried to reach

the minnows, butting their heads frequently

against the screen in the attempt ; but, at

the end of a month, while stiU watching the

minnows, they had learnt to avoid contact

with the screen. The completeness of the

inhibition is shown by the fact that when a

minnow was placed in the same compartment

with the perch, the larger fish confined them-

selves at first to watching it, following, however,

4—2
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when it made a rapid dart ; though eventnalty

even the instinct to dart was inhibited. Never-

theless, when the minnows were rep|aced by

worms dangled in the farther compartment,

the perch once more collided with the screen

in their attempts to reach the new delicacy,

thereby clearly demonstrating the specialised

nature of the inhibition.

Another and more extensive use to which

the principle of associative memory has been

put, is the testing of sensory discrimination.

In this connexion it may serve two rather

different purposes :

(i) It may be employed to demonstrate

an animal's ability to perceive a partictdar

class of stimuli, e.g. photic, acoustic, etc., which

normally produce no appreciable effect. Thus

for a long time it was thought that fishes were

devoid of hearing, since no sounds other than

those resulting in concussion {e.g. blasting) or

in an actual shaking of the aquarium {f.g. a

tap on the side of the tank)—which could

therefore be adequately accounted for by derma-l;

sensations—-produced any appreciable effect or

elicited any response. The classical exception of

the monastery fishes that were supposed to

come for food on the ringing of a bell was
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long ago shown by Kreidl to be really a visual

response j for the fish would assemble in similar

manner at the sight of a person even though

the bell was not rung, whereas the approach

of any one remaining unseen, even though they

rang the bell, had no efiect whatsoever. Parker,

however, by carefuUy designed tests has been

able to demonstrate that the fish, Fundulus

heteroclitus, does respond to sound-waves which

are certainly received through the ear. His

apparatus consisted of a tank, one end of which

was made of wood and served as a sounding-

hoard. From the middle of one ^of the vertical

edges of the latter a wooden arm projected

horizontally outward. At the free-end of this

arm a bass-viol string was stretched to the

opposite end of the sounding-board ; this when

plucked gave 40 vibrations per second. Later

this stimulus was replaced by an electric tuning-

fork (128 vibrations per second) which was so

arranged that when sounded it did not produce

any vibratory movement of the aquarium as a

whole, nor even any ripple. The fish under

experimentation was placed in a small cage

suspended in the tank, its support being, how-

ever, entirely independent of the walls of the

aquarium. One of the sides of the eage was
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made of wire-netting and this side directly-

faced the source of the sound. Three groups

of subjects were employed : (A) normal fishes,

(B) fishes whose auditory nerves had been

severed or whose ear-organs had been completely

removed, (C) fishes in which the general integu-

ment had been rendered insensitive but in

which the ears were intact. The experimenter's

movements were executed out of sight of the

fish, and after they had come to rest at the

bottom of the cage. The results obtained

showed that the normal Fundulus gave well-

defined responses, consisting chiefly of movements

of the pectoral fins and an increase in the rate

of respiration, to the stimuli in question. The

fish of group B, on the other hand, did not re-

spond to the sound-waves from the tuning-fork

;

whereas the fishes whose skin had been rendered

insensitive gave reactions that were surprisingly

clear and decisive, exhibiting, as far as the

vibrating chord was concerned, the essential

characteristics of normal individuals. Various

considerations point to the fact that the failure

of the earless fish to respond to the given stimuli

was indeed ' due to the loss of the ear as a sense-

organ and not to secondary complications ac-

companying the operation.' The reaction-times
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together with control experiments further demon-

strated that the A and C groups did respond

to true sound-waves (i.e. waves received through

the ear) as opposed to the movement of the

aquarium as a whole or to the wave movement
indicated by ripples. These facts taken together

clearly prove that Fundulus, at least, is able

to perceive auditory stimuli.

(ii) The principle of associative memory
may be employed not only to prove the perception

of a certain class of stimuh, but also to determine

the nature and delicacy of such perception.

To this end it has been used with all the main

types of stimuh, but most extensively with those

of a visual character. By its means, in the sphere

of vision, the discrimination of brightness, hue,

size and form by many species of animals has

been successfully investigated. The method

pursued consists essentially in the combining

of an originally indifferent stimulus, auditory

or visual, etc., as the case may be, with something

possessing inherent interest for the animal,

such as food, home, or even punishment. Two
or more degrees or quahties of the stimulus

tested (the reward or absence of punishment

being associated for the time being only with

one of these) are presented repeatedly to the
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subject until such time as proof is obtained

of his ability (or inability) to distinguish between

them under the conditions of the test. Con-

sistently reacting in an appropriate manner

to the opposed stimuli constitutes the proof.

If success is achieved, the difference between

the stimuli may be reduced, and discrimination

once more tested under the new conditions.

The reduction of the difference between the two

stimuli may be continued until a point is reached

where the subject, despite training, is no longer

able to distinguish between them. The procedure

may perhaps be more readily understood if

one or two concrete examples are given.

Starting with the simplest case, that of the

investigation of brightness discrimination^ this

procedure cannot be better exemplified than by

Yerkes' now classical observations on the dancing

mouse. In the final form of his experiments

Yerkes' apparatus consisted of a nest-box, open-

ing, by means of a swinging door, into a second

compartment, the entrance chamber (see fig. 6).

At the opposite end of this second chamber
were two square apertures, each of which formed

the entrance to a box (the discrimination or

electric-box) communicating with an alley that

led back to the home-box; either alley could
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Fig. 6. Ground plan of discrimination-box. A, nest-box ; B,

entrance Aamber ; W, W, electric-boxes ; i, doorway of left

electric-box ; R, doorway of right electric-box j E, exit from

electric-box to alley ; /, swinging door between A and B
;

O, swinging door between alley and A ; IC, induction apparatus
;

C, electric cell ; K, key in circuit. (Afcr Yfirkfis.)
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be blocked at will. The floor in both dis-

crimination-boxes consisted of an oak board

carrying electric wires that were connected up

with an induction apparatus. The general

arrangement was such that the shock could

be given in either box, as desired, provided

that the circuit was completed by the dancer's

feet being in contact with two of the wires,

on the floor of the box. Each discrimination-

box was ' illuminated independently by the

light from incandescent lamps directly above

them .The light-box [containing the lamps]

was pivoted [so that it] could be turned through

an angle of i8o° by the experimenter.' The

lamps could be moved up or down and the

brightness of the electric-boxes thereby regulated;

the distance being indicated on a scale. In

general the height of one lamp only (the variable)

was altered during a series, the position of the

other (the standard) remaining constant. In

one experiment 20 hefner units of Hght intensity

were taken as the standard. A mouse choosing

the compartment which displayed this degree

of illumination found a clear passage direct

to the nest : whereas entrance into the other

compartment was punished by an electric shock,

coupled with the fact that the nest could only
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be regained by an indirect route. In order

to insure against the risk of mistaking a mere

position habit (such as that of going always to

the right or to the left-hand box) for brightness

discrimination, the position of the standard

and the variable light was reversed, by means

of the pivot arrangement previously referred

to, the order followed being irregular ; but

care was taken that in any series each box

should be illuminated the same number of times

by standard as by variable. Yerkes considered

' 25 wrong choices per hundred as indicative

of a just perceivable difference in illumination.'

Using this criterion of discrimination, it was

found that the dancer could just distinguish

a standard light of 20 hefners from another

light when the difference between them was

approximately J ; while with a standard of

80 hefners a difference of -^th, and with a standard

of 5 hefners a difference of j^th, sufficed. Such

results are highly anomalous, since we should

expect to find Weber's law—that within the

same modality the same ratio holds between

any pair of just discriminable stimuli—conformed

to within the range employed. In order to make

quite sure that the case really did constitute

an exception, each standard was tested afresh.
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But this time different results were obtained,

the same difference, namely -^th, being found

to exist between the just discriminable variable

and the standard for aU tfaiiee values of the

latter : the icase is therefore according to xule.

Yet as it was just possible that this relation

also might prove to be only a transitory pJiase,

opportunity was given for the mice to learn

to discriminate between the original standards

and new variables differing from them by only

-j^g-th ; in no case, however, even after considerable

training was any discrimination shown. This

negative evidence in conjunction with the former

positive results makes it seem highly probable

that Weber's law holds true, after all, for the

brightness discrimination of the dancer. The

surprising results at first obtained may be

satisfactorily explained by the difference of

practice in the three cases-

The same procedure, mutatis mtdandis, has

been successfully extended to the investigation

of thermal sensibility in the grey squirrel and

white rat.

The observations on brightness discrimina-

tion in a vast variety of animals are legion, but

in only comparatively few cases as yet, has

the refined technique of Yerkes' miethod been
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employed ; at the other end of the scale a much
more rough and ready method passes muster.

The only apparatus required by this latter

method is two or more vessels covered by grey

papers of different brightness, food being placed

always, during the same series, in vessels covered

by one particular shade of grey. The same

plan, it will be observed, is common to both

methods, but the technique has undergone

considerable evolution in the former instance.

The inferiority of the more naive method is

immediately obvious from the number and

nature of the objections to which it is open.

A few of the more glaring of these are the possi-

bility of differences in the texture of the paper,

or of its surface when pasted on the vessels

giving rise to discrimination apart from true

brightness discrimination ; another possible source

of confusion may arise from the subjects coming

to base their judgments on difference in smell,

paper being so readily impregnated by odours.

But the most fundamental criticism to be

urged is that of the hopeless inexactitude of

the use of reflected Kght, and the impossibility

of obtaining papers of a pure grey free from

any admixture of hue, difficulties which can only

be overcome by the use of transmitted hght.
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The investigation of colour vision in animals

has been carried out on closely similar lines.

But unfortunately the greater number of observa-

tions so far made are valueless as regards their

bearing on the problem in hand, colour. And
they fail by reason of their omission to ascertain,

even approximately, the brightness value for

the subject, of the colours employed. It is true

that in many experiments great pains have

been taken to match every tone used with a

grey of the same degree of brightness, such

labour, however, is but vain so long as the

match is only made for the human eye, for

we have no guarantee that similar brightness

relations hold in the case of animals. Indeed,

there is evidence to show that the contrary

is true, in certain instances at least. For example,

it seems to be established beyond doubt that

in daylight red appears very much darker to

the dancing mouse than it does to the normal

human eye ; though Waugh found, on the

other hand, that albino mice do not show any

discrimination between white and red lights.

Other recent observations suggest that blue

possesses an extremely high brightness value for

the rabbit as also for the chick. It is tempting

to compare such facts with the brightness
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value of the spectrum for the dark-adapted

human eye. Our present concern with them,

however, is simply to bring to notice the manner

in which the investigation of colour discrimina-

tion is compUcated by the intimate relationship

existing between colour and brightness. As to

the outcome of the small body of observations

which have complied with the more rigorous

conditions involved by this relationship, one

fact clearly emerges, and that is, that colour

plays on the whole a relatively unimportant

role in the life of the higher animals. Generally

speaking, however, it may be said that the

interest of these experiments at present lies

rather in the method adopted than in the specific

results obtained. Unfortunately any detailed

account of these researches is impossible in

the limited space at our disposal.

Passing on to the investigation of the visual

discrimination of form, it may first be noted

that our subject falls naturally into two sub-

divisions, according as two-dimensional or three-

dimensional objects are employed. Since with

the latter investigation very little headway

has yet been made in the case of animals, our

attention may be confined chiefly to the

former.
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The method customarily adopted is one or

another variant of the following general plan.

Two or more cards, of which at least one bears

a device in black on white or the reverse (unleas

instead it is cut so as to permit of Hght passing

through an opening of a certain shape), are dis-

played either simultaneously or successively.

One of the cards, when rightly understood,

stands as a sign of food or some other reward,

while the other card may denote some punish-

ment such as the shock from an induction

coil. The task before the subject is to learn

to react appropriately to these different signs,

choosing the food-card and avoiding the punish-

ment card. Such then is the method. Let

us now turn to the results.

Beginning with the ordinary English sparrow,

this bird has been taught to distinguish an

unmarked card from a card bearing a black

horizontal bar. The same bird, as well as

a cow-bird, also learnt to distinguish between

two cards, one of which bore a black diamond,

the other three horizontal lines. Curiously

enough this same sparrow appeared totally

incapable of discriminating between vessels of

different shape. Its behaviour, therefore, is the

exact reverse of that of Kinnaman's macaques.
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For these latter, while they learnt relatively

rapidly to distinguish vessels of different shape,

gave no sign whatsoever of any ability to dis-

criminate between cards bearing different devices.

Some Cebus monkeys observed by Thorndike

exhibited, on the other hand, various degrees

of proficiency in discriminating cards bearing

one dot or three dots, a Y or a A, ' YES ' or

' N ' etc. It is just possible that the shght

difference of treatment in the two cases may
be partly responsible for the diverse results,

Kinnaman displaying both cards simultaneously

while Thorndike only presented one card at

a time to his subjects. That this is the true

explanation is, however, highly improbable ; for,

in general, the difference works the other way,

the method of simultaneous presentation pro-

ducing, of the two, the better results.

So far, however, not one of the instances

described can be regarded as affording conclusive

proof of abihty to perceive contour or to dis-

criminate form. Each is open to the same

objection, namely that the subject may be merely

reacting to difference in the mass or extent of

the illuminated areas. Later experimenters

have profited by the criticism of previous

work ; and by taking the precaution to insure

s. 5
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that the figures used, while of different patterns,

should yet more or less correspond (an equal

area of illumination being presented in both

cases ; fig. 7) they have removed this objection.

Tests which satisfy these more stringent condi-

tions have been given to turtles, dancing mice,

chickens and dogs ; the last-mentioned, with

Fig. 7. Designs used in experiments on Form Discrimination.

(After Casteel.)

one chick, alone giving evidence of form dis-

crimination under these conditions. The same

chicks Ukewise failed to attain even the sparrow's

standard, proving imable to discriminate two

black cards one of which bore a white triangle

and the other a white square, or two white

cards each of which displayed two black bars
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of equal area but differently arranged, one pair

being parallel, the other forming an angle.

Though another group of chicks when presented

with grain cut into squares and triangles,

one set of which were gummed down to the

food-tray, soon learnt to confine their pecking

solely to grains of the other shape.

As regards the discrimination of size, we
may cite the case of the raccoons which came to

distinguish a card 4J in. square from one 6\ in.

square, climbing on a box when the larger

was shown and remaining motionless when the

smaller was exposed. Chicks also readily learnt

to discriminate between two similarly shaped

apertures of different size (6'35 cm. x S'Sg cm.

and S'Sg cm. x I2'44 cm. respectively) opening

into passages, one of which led eventually

to an exit from the experiment-box. Control

series were given to eliminate the influence of

brightness.

It will have been remarked that the incentive

to learning in the majority of the above experi-

ments consists either of a reward or of a punish-

ment ; occasionally of a conjunction of the

two, wrong ' choices ' being punished, correct

' choices ' rewarded. Each system has its ad-

herents ; and a long controversy has been,

5—2
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and still is, waged as to their relative merits.

Briefly stated, the net outcome of the discussion

is to the effect that a method of punishment is

unsatisfactory in so far as it reduces the subjects

to a state of fear or panic, and thus places

them at a disadvantage for acquiring new habits
;

but, that it is superior to a method of reward

in that it insures more constant conditions.

The difficulties of the reward system are (a) to

find rewards which are both practicable and at

the same time attractive to the animals
;

(b)

the fluctuation in attraction which such rewards

invariably undergo, owing to the changes that

take place in an animal's physiological state.

The attractive power of the favourite reward,

food, for example, is well known to vary con-

siderably, and is, at best, of comparatively

short duration unless the animal is in a state

of utter hunger, in which case, however, the

method of reward (food) is open to an objection

similar to that already brought against punish-

ment : namely, that an animal when in a state of

keen hunger is not in the condition best suited

for the exercise of delicate discrimination and

the acquiring of new and strange habits.

Recently an attempt has been made to

determine in a more exact manner the relative
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values of these various systems. The subjects

of the experiment were rats ; and the task

appointed them, that of discriminating between

two lights of different intensity. The apparatus

employed was similar to that used by Yerkes

in his tests on brightness discrimination (fig. 6).

The animals were divided into three groups,

of which group A was rewarded with food

for right ' choices,' and group B punished

with a slight electric shock for wrong ' choices,'

while group C was punished or rewarded ac-

cording as the ' choice ' was wrong or right.

The results of the investigation indicate that

in the given conditions a method of combined

punishment and reward is more effective than

is either ccftnponent when used in isolation,

the rats of group C acquiring the said habit

in the shortest time. As regards the opposed

claims of punishment and reward, the former

must be looked upon as proving the more

potent in the present case, in respect of rate

of learning at least, since the members of group A
alone failed to form the habit in the period

allowed (590 trials).

Nor do we find any greater unanimity when

we pass on to consider the most favourable

deigree of shock, since it is impossible to frame
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any clear-cut rule on the very slender basis

of the scanty data available. Furthermore,

the failure to detect any such general principle

can scarcely be regarded as surprising, as it is

not at aU improbable that the optimal strength

of stimulus varies for different species and even

among the individual members of a ~ group.

On one point, however, the two existing researches

agree ; for, both Yerkes with dancing mice

and Cole with chicks found that where the

conditions of discrimination are relatively' easy

the optimal degree of shock is considerably'above

the threshold of stimulation. But whereas in

the case of all successful chicks the apphcation

of a strong stimulus appeared to be more

effective than a weak one even in cases

where discrimination was difficult, it proved

otherwise with the mouse, for Yerkes states that

' the more difficult the habit the weaker the

stimulus which most quickly forces its acquisi-

tion.' Curiously enough Cole obtained a closely

similar result from the chicks which failed to

form the difficult habit ; for judging by the

proportion of chicks faiUng with different degrees

of punishment it appeared that ' the optimal

stimulus recedes... to a point nearer the thres-

hold of stimulation than in the case of medium
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discrimination.' The one drawback to Cole's

tests is that he failed to give control series

without the use of punishment.

This chapter cannot be brought to a close

without some mention being made of the salivary

reflex method, originated by Pawlow and only

recently introduced to Western Europe. The
method, as its name implies, is based on the

reaction of the saUvary glands. It is a fact

of everyday experience that the introduction

of food or chemicals into the mouth causes

a flow of saUva ; not only so, but at times even

the mere sight of food will make ' the mouth
water.' There is an important difference, how-

ever, between the two cases, for whereas the

former instance, in which the stimulus acts

directly, constitutes an example of a true, in-

variable or, to use Pawlow's terminology, ' un-

conditioned ' reflex, the latter, where the stimulus

acts at a distance and which, given the proper

conditions, may be abolished, typifies on the

other hand a ' conditioned ' reflex.

In order to bring about a ' conditioned

'

reflex to a certain stimulus, e.g. a given degree

of light intensity, the procedure generally adopted

is as follows :—^An animal, kept in darkness,

is subjected repeatedly to the ' food-stimulus,'
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light, each exposure being invariably either

accompanied or quickly followed by the presenta-

tion of food or the introduction into the mouth

of some chemical that occasions an ' vmcondi-

tioned ' reflex. In time, if the new reflex forms,

the appearance of the light in itself suffices

to produce the salivary flow. Whereupon the

next step consists in defining the reflex. The

particular degree of light constituting the food-

stimulus may now be replaced at times by
either a much dimmer or a brighter light, un-

accompanied, however, by food. Shoidd these

new degrees of Hght intensity also cause a flow

of saHva the experimenter continues to alternate

them irregularly with the food-stimulus vmtil

such time as the salivary reflex is confined

to the latter alone, or he decides that it is

useless to carry the experience further, the

particular reflex in all probabiUty not admitting

of more precise definition.

Not only does this method serve to discover

the variety of stimuli with which conditioned

reflexes may be formed—^pressure, temperature,

scratch, smell, light, visual movement, sound,

etc., have all been employed with success

—

together with their order of importance for the

animal tested : but it also presents us with
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a new means of determining the ability of

certain animals to distinguish between stimuli

differing either qualitatively or quantitatively.

Its superiority over the more usual method
of the ' motor reaction ' Ues in its reflex character,

its more automatic nature, its greater ' involunta-

riness ' and precision as contrasted with the more

or less ' voluntary ' character of movements.

At the same time this very immediacy of response,

together with its independence of inteUigence

and its freedom from direct voUtional control,

make it doubtful how far the formation of

conditioned reflexes involves actual sensory dis-

crimination as distinct from the simple acquire-

ment of new neural habits or the estabhshment

of new neural connexions. That it is impossible

to form certain conditioned reflexes, e.g. reaction

to visual form, after the extirpation of a particular

region of the visual cortex renders it in some

degree probable, however, that in such cases

true sensory discrimination may be involved.

Lastly, the saUvary reflex method enables

us to determine quantitatively, in a manner

relatively fine and exact, the laws governing

cerebral association—^its formation, extinction,

revival, etc.

As an illustration of the method, Selionyi's
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experiment on auditory reactions in the dog

may be briefly summarised.

The operative procedure consisted in ex-

posing the duct of one of the salivary glands,

e.g. the parotid. Into this opening a small glass

funnel was introduced ; this funnel in connexion

with a tube conveyed the saliva to a graduated

vessel. The amount of secretion, its viscidity

and the latent period between the occurrence of

the stimulus and the appearance of the first

drop of saliva could thus be exactly determined.

The object of the experiments was to deter-

mine ' how great must be the difference in

the quality or the intensity of two auditory

stimuli in order that they shall produce per-

ceivably different effects upon the auditory

apparatus of the dog.' The stimuli consisted

of sounds from an organ, two whistles, a trumpet,

metronomes, etc. Having ascertained that

unfamiUar sounds did not normally produce

a secretion of saliva, Selionyi proceeded to

discover whether, by feeding his subjects when-

ever a certain note was sounded, a conditioned

reflex, i.e. a reflex produced by sounding the

note in the absence of food, could be brought

about. His efforts were successful, from 20 to

40 experiences sufficing. Moreover, the auditory-
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salivary reflex, when formed, proved to possess

a high degree of specificity, the salivary flow

being either absent or markedly modified if

another note differing slightly in pitch, timbre,

intensity or by a quarter tone were substituted

for the food-stimulus. With chords too, it was

found impossible to replace, add, or suppress a

single note. Such reflexes once initiated were

found, when not interfered with, to persist for

two months.

Selionyi was likewise successful in forming

a conditioned reflex to the cessation of sound.

The metronome was allowed to beat from

5-20 minutes ; at the moment it stopped, hydro-

chloric acid (which, when introduced into the

mouth, occasions an unconditioned salivary

reflex) was given to the animal. After twenty

tests the stoppage of the metronome or even a

decrease in its rate, by itself brought about a

copious flow of saUva.

The extinction of such conditioned reflexes

is easily managed, a few experiences of the

accidental stimulus (in this case auditory) dis-

sociated from the essential stimulus (food or

drug) sufficing to accomplish this end. But

such destruction, it is interesting to observe,

is also rigidly specific.
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This brief description will, it is hoped, make
clear the immense value of the salivary reflex

method as furnishing an instrument for deter-

mining the different stimuli towards which an

animal is capable of learning to react charac-

teristically and consistently. And it can readily

be understood what a valuable adjunct Pawlow's

method forms to the older methods based on

associative memory; for the chief use of these

latter lie, as this chapter has tried to show, in

the means which they afford of determining the

relative paucity or richness of an animal's sen-

sory equipment—a determination which must be

made prior to any extensive consideration of

its higher ' mental ' processes.



CHAPTER IV

INSTINCT

In the preceding chapter mention was made
of the fact that under certain conditions the

instinctive response normally eHcited by certain

objects may come to be modified as the result

of individual experience. This view is, however,

implicitly opposed to the classical view which

regarded instincts as perfect ab initio and accord-

ingly unmodifiable ; such instincts being held

to constitute an all-sufficient guide for conduct

in the more important affairs of Hfe, and thus

to afford an efficient substitute for reason,

the prerogative of man and the gods.

This latter view, only rendered possible

through inadequate observation and neglect

of subsequent verification by appeal to the facts

of nature, has now been consigned to the limbo

of myths. But although it has, perforce, had

to be abandoned, the science of animal psychology

is not as yet in a position to lay down a final
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theory of instinctive behaviour. It is true,

however, an assertion has been lately made that

> the separation of instinct and intelligence is

a purely artificial act of abstraction—' instinct

regarded from within becomes intelligence ; intel-

ligence regarded from without becomes instinct

'

—briefly, that instinct and intelligence are but

two aspects of one and the same process, the

former aspect, however, being more prominent

in what are called instincts, the latter aspect

being more prominent in so-called intelligent

activity.

ReaUsing the foolishness of attempting to

make bricks without straw, attention has of

late been principally directed to a more extended

observation of conduct in general and of so-

called instinctive behaviour in particular. Nor

has this re-examination of the facts proved

vain ; for it has yielded a mass of evidence

clearly demonstrating the fallible nature of

y instincts, and in so doing has given the death-

blow to the older theory. Moreover, the in-

fallible nature of instincts once disproved, they

are to a large extent denuded of their mystery

and reduced to the level of the other phenomena

of conduct, thus becoming possible and necessary

objects of scientific investigation.
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Now this very fallibility or imperfection of

instincts in itself constitutes a most interesting

problem for the student of behaviour. Is there

any apparent reason, is there any common
principle underlying the various cases where

instinct appears in the guise of a blind leader ?

Let us examine a few instances chosen at

random.

As is well known, the flesh-fly occasionally

lays its eggs (to their ultimate destruction)

on the flowers of the carrion-plant instead of

on putrid flesh. Again, the Sitaris beetle when
in its larval condition must become attached

to a bee or perish ; nevertheless, the larvae

are not endowed with the power to recognise

the bee as such, but only with the tendency

to seek attachment to any hairy object which

comes within reach, and it appears that 'they

attach themselves with equal readiness to any

other hairy insect.' An ant, Tetramorium

cespitum, has the custom of laying its eggs

in small depressions; but this tendency leads

them sadly astray, as they will deposit them

with equal readiness in front of the brood-

parasite, the Clythra larva. Even in birds a

somewhat similar phenomenon may be noted.

Craig, who has carefully analysed the various
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calls of pigeons, finds that the nest-call which

is usually given in the nest for the purpose

of caUing the other mate back to it, may also

be given when the bird is in the hollow of one's

hand : in fact he writes ' hollow places have

for the ring-dove somewhat the same suggestive

power as a nest.' And lastly we may instance

the case of mating, where, in view of its biological

importance, we might most confidently look

for a specific correspondence between the instinc-

tive activity and the object of its satisfaction

But even here it has been shown that there is

no infalUble recognition of the female as such.

For example, Pearse writes that 'during the

mating season the male crawfish turns over every

crawfish that comes its way, the males often

attempt to copulate with individuals of their

own sex and the method is one of trial.' Holmes

also found that an amphipod would carry about

a decapitated male which exerted no resistance,

just as readily as a passive female.

Now an examination of these cases will

serve to reveal several important results. In

the first place it will be quite clear that in the

instances cited there is no recognition of indi-

vidualised stimuli as such ; there is only a response

to a single stimulus or at most to an aggregation
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of simple stimuli. Thus the behaviour of the

flesh-fly is best explained by the assumption

that oviposition is determined, not by putrid

flesh or by carrion-plant per se, but simply

by a certain chemical stimulus more or less

similar in the two cases. With the Sitaris

larva we cannot but suppose that it is the common
quality ' hairiness ' which determines, and alone

suffices to provoke, the response. Corresponding

explanations will readily suggest themselves

in the remaining instances. In no case does

the animal recognise the object which prompts

the instinctive action as a single, specific, indi-

vidualised object; it responds rather to certain

qualities, qualities which, it frequently happens,

are common to many different objects, while

the remaining qualities characterising the object

in question are ignored. In fact, the purely

instinctive animal neglects differences, even those

having a vital significance for it. Anything

more or less closely resembling the normal

adequate stimulus will serve to elicit the instinc-

tive action, no matter how varied and diverse

its concomitants may be (provided of course

that none of the concomitants constitutes an

adequate stimulus to an opposed instinctive

action). And for this reason instinct has been

s. 6
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called blind ; because it responds at once, given

the adequate conditions, without observing the

possible warning accompaniments.

Before passing on, however, it may be well

to point out that, although the stimulus of an

instinct is generahsed, yet the property or

properties evoking the instinctive response are,

>as a rule, such as will be most frequently met

with in a setting appropriate to such response.

For example, a hen would normally very seldom

encounter firm, bright, light oval objects other

than its own eggs ; therefore in the majority

of cases the incubating response would be the

most suitable. The amphipod does not habitually

come across decapitated males of its own species.

T. cesfitum will find more depressions suitable

for nests than are situated in front of the destroyer

Clythra ; and were it not so, the species must

gradually suffer extinction.

The fact of the absence of any specific

correspondence between instinctive activity and

the object eliciting it has yet another, and

highly important, aspect in that it makes ex-

perimentation possible, while it may, at the same
time, assume the role of ingenuity. Suppose,

for example, that certain birds should be endowed
with instincts so specific in character as to refuse
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to build their nests save with one particvilar

kind of moss or twig : it is conceivable that

in such an event the nest would not infrequently

have to go unbuilt on account of the dearth

of the particular material in question. Very

diflEerent is the case at Soleure, the centre of

a big watch-making industry, where nests largely

constructed of the cast-away mechanism of

watches are repeatedly found. Similarly as

regards the position of the nest ; with a rigor-

ously specific instinct many nesting-places now
proving useful and convenient, such as the

inside of a pan, the crevice of a pipe, etc., would

have to be passed by. The moral scarcely

needs pointing out, for it is obvious that the

more generaUsed the instinct, the greater the

chance of its finding an outlet. And it is in

view of this truth that the aberrations of instinct

have been termed ' useful errors.'

This leads us to another consideration, namely,

that of the modifiability of instinct. Take an

animal with generalised instincts that by the

exigencies of the environment is led to experi-

ment, then provided that such an animal is able

to profit by experience it is given an opportunity

to modify its instincts as may be found most

in accordance with its individual needs. A
6—2
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somewhat diflEerent manner in which modification

may be brought about, though one that still

depends on the generalised character of instincts,

is well illustrated by the reactions produced

by fear. The ' fear disposition ' with its divers

eflEects would appear to be one of the most

generalised of all instincts. And the value of

its generaUty is evident, since it is not only

a particular species or class of situations which

is to be feared, but within one and the same

species it frequently happens that certain indi-

viduals alone are harmful and are therefore

to be picked out from their fellows as objects

of fear. Now in such a state of aflEairs it is

difficult to conceive any mode of inheritable

mechanism which would invariably insure the

correct response. Frequently the adequate object

of fear can only be determined through experience.

Hence we find Kuhlmann writing :
' An animal

will fear and continue to fear instinctively

everything for which it has no great use, or

for which there are no special causes for not

avoiding
' ; and again, ' reactions to fear are

purely instinctive in their origin, affected by
experience only on the side of inhibition.'

Clearly this generahsed nature of instinctive

response, when associated with ability to profit by
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the results of experience, admits of a much nicer

and finer adaptation than would be possible

with a more specifically individualised stimulus.

Under certain conditions the instinctive re-

sponse may become even more generalised.

This is seen to advantage in those instincts

which are most closely associated with the

imperative needs of the organism. Now these,

as is well known, unless in due course they

find an outlet, render the subject increasingly

restless and intractable until such time as they

meet with satisfaction or finally wane through

want of it. But it appears that, within certain

Umits, the longer the instinct is kept unsatisfied,

the more insistent it becomes, and the less

particular about the object of satisfaction ; the

object, in fact, becomes increasingly generahsed

until, in some cases, the instinctive response

may be given in quite unsuitable conditions.

Such behaviour, it wiU be convenient to speak

of as the extension of instinctive response.

Possibly the flesh-fly's response to the carrion-

plant should come under this category. Objects,

which normally would eUcit no response, will,

if the instinct is kept unsatisfied, receive the

response usually denied. The response, however,

is not given with equal readiness to any object.
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but its range is only gradually extended, first

to objects closely resembling the appropriate

one and then, by degrees, to those less similar.

We may here see an analogy with the hungry

actinian, for whereas this animal when nearly

sated cannot be induced to seize blotting-paper

soaked in meat-juice, refusing everything save

meat, the hungry individual will eagerly grasp

the less appetizing morsel; moreover, the state

of its hunger can be to some extent gauged

by the weakness of the solution to which it will

respond. Dismissing analogies and turning to

actual examples—the writer has more than once

had hen-canaries who would sit on clay eggs

until their own were laid, whereupon they

invariably proceeded to turn the clay eggs

(and those only) out of the nest. Of especial

interest, however, are the careful observations

made by Breed in regard to the drinking reaction

in chicks. It seems that the drinking reaction

as contrasted with the pecking reaction, usually

begins as 'the result of a contact stimulation

mediated by the prior activity of the pecking

and imitating instincts
'

; i.e. that while con-

tact of the beak with water, etc., will occasion

swallowing, such contact is apparently only

brought about by accident, as by the chick
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pecking at a grain in water, at watery excrement,

or by seeing another chick drinking. But Breed

found that when chicks after hatching were

kept without water for three days the behaviour

was diflEerent. For not only did accidental

contact with water, brought about in the ways

just mentioned, occasion swallowing, but further

under these conditions the mere sight of water

or of objects bearing a superficial resemblance

to it, such as glazed kymograph-paper, smooth

white notepaper or the edge of a glass dish,

sufficed to call forth the first two movements

of the characteristic drinking reaction ; and this

without any previous experience of drinking.

These * observations show that if the need

be sufficiently urgent a large variety of objects

. . . eHcit the action.' The utility is obvious.

What clearly emerges from the preceding

account is that in instinct, as usually understood,

there are two aspects to be distinguished

:

there is the impulse and the satisfaction of the

impulse. As we have seen, the failure of instinct

to achieve its required end in the foregoing

cases lies in its failure (for various reasons)

to recognise the nature of the object towards

which its instinctive activities are directed

;

failure of the impulse, on the contrary, occurs
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but seldom, and then only under abnormal

conditions or in pathological cases. It is in-

disputable that it is the impulse which is the

really important matter, for, so long as this

exists, it will seek satisfaction until, perhaps,

eventually it accidentally encounters a suitable

object ; but where the impulse is absent, there,

too, the instinct is lacking. It is the impulse

that truly constitutes the instinct.

Now this suggests another important fact,

namely, that an instinct is not merely an imme-

diate, direct response to a simple stimulus ; hence

it is not a reflex. Indeed, in instinctive as con-

trasted with reflex action, the response is fre-

quently indirect ; for example, a hungry organism

becomes restless and hunts about, but the true

response to hunger is the seizing and swallowing

of food—not the long search for it. Consider

too, the behaviour of birds when engaged in

nest-building. Brief observation wiU suffice to

show that, in the majority of cases, when no

materials are at hand birds will go in search

of them. Moreover, the instinct is not satisfied

by the mere finding, picking up and haphazard

removal of the material, but we find a tendency

displayed to convey it to a certain locahty—not

different bits to different areas—regardless of
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the direction from which it was obtained, until

at length the structure is complete. And this

implies a unity of purpose running throughout,

a unity which it is difficult, if not impossible,

to explain in terms of pure reflexes or tropisms,

however complex the hypothesis. Nor must

instincts proper be confused with mere chains

of reflexes, since, in some cases at least, the

customary order of events may be transposed

—

a wasp that generally digs its nest before going

in search of prey to provision the same, may,

at times, reverse the procedure.

The chief feature of interest, however, is

that the instinctive response seems to be inde-

pendent of any external stimulus ; in other

words it is self-dependent. If the proper environ-

ment is not present the animal will, nevertheless,

endeavour to perform its instinctive actions,

despite their thorough unsuitability to the

surroundings. Thus it is that we get perverted

instincts, e.g. the sucking instinct. And in

cases where the environment is such that it

is impossible for the activity to manifest itself,

the instinct tends in general to lapse and become

evanescent. Kittens of five months when pre-

sented with mice for the first time appeared

quite indifferent and certainly exhibited no
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trace of any kiUing instinct. Yerkes and Bloom-

field found, however, distinct traces of this

instinct in kittens from one to two months

old, and ascribe the former results to the waning

of the instinct through disuse.

Now the fact that, at times, instinct will

endeavour to find satisfaction, even in the

absence of any suitable extra-organic stimulus,

and vice versa, leads us to ask what it is that

^ arouses the inherited disposition to activity ?

Why does potential building-material, which

is neglected during the greater part of the year,

suddenly become interesting to birds ? Since

nest-building is instinctive it follows that it

must be an inherited disposition, and there-

fore always present. Why then are birds not

equally disposed at all seasons of the year to

pick up twigs, etc., and mould them into a nest ?

The only reason that can be educed to explain

the varying behaviour is that the disposition

in question is not always functioning, but from

time to time lapses into latency.

Now the problem before us consists in

determining the condition^ imder which an

inherited disposition becomes functional. Broadly

it may be said to depend upon the setting,

j> i.e. upon the physiological state of the organism.
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The disposition to appease hunger, as distin-

guished from mere gourmandise, only occurs

in certain conditions of metabolism. In other

words, whether the instinctive disposition shall

function or remain inactive is here determined

by the chemical state of the organism. And
it is on similar Knes that we must look for an

explanation of the so-called periodic instincts,

such as nest-building. Fortunately it is possible

to point with more or less certainty to an efficient

cause.

Of the periodic instincts those concerned

with reproduction are by far the most important.

At the pairing season of the year a complete

change may be observed in the habits and

behaviour of many species ; the rutting stag,

for example, is a keen fighter easily provoked,

though at other times peaceable enough ; the

Molge palmatus newt, ordinarily a land-dweller,

takes to water at the breeding season. In both

instances the structures necessary to the per-

formance of the activity in question—antlers

in the one case and a web connecting the toes

of the hind feet in the other—only come into

existence as the sexual organs become active,

disappearing again in the sterile stage. Now
it is known that the reproductive, Hke some
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other glands, secrete, when active, certain chemi-

cal bodies or hormones. And the view generally

held is that the aforesaid structural changes

are stimulated, and to a large extent regulated,

by this internal secretion, which, formed by

the sexual glands, is absorbed into the blood

and so circulated to various parts of the body.

But the point of real interest to us is that, in

all likelihood, it is these same sexual hormones

whicji incite to functional activity the instinctive

dispositions of which the secondary structures

referred to act as the instrument.

The foregoing considerations serve also to

demonstrate the significance of the action-system.

Newts cannot swim efficiently without the

requisite apparatus, nor do they, apparently,

manifest any desire to take to water in the

seasons intervening between the breeding seasons,

when the web is no longer present. Indeed,

at this stage of evolution instinct and structure,

in the majority of cases, must have arrived at

some sort of balance ; thus it comes about that

the behaviour manifested is generally adapted

to the structure shown. And so the way is

opened up to an understanding of the varied,

even opposed, lines of conduct exhibited by an

animal at different stages of metamorphosis.
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Granted that the fertihzed egg, which develops

into the crawUng, gnawing caterpillar and, later,

into the flitting, honey-sucking butterfly, is

endowed with inherited dispositions correspond-

ing to all the varieties of instinctive behaviour

displayed, stiU, despite the co-existence of such

contrasted dispositions, no confusion or useless

conflict results ; each mode of behaviour, while

it is necessary and suitable to the corresponding

stage of growth, is as transitory as the structure

or system to which it is adapted. The various

dispositions become fvmctional in due sequence,

lapsing into latency again when some new
modification renders them useless or harmful.

It is tempting to see here a relationship akin

to that which exists between antagonistic reflexes,

and to suppose that the functioning of one

disposition inhibits that of another opposed dis-

position. Such a supposition is, however, mere

conjecture ; moreover the mechanism at all

events must be very different in the two cases ;

in the latter it might conceivably have a chemical

base.

Instincts which are not manifested at birth

but only appear later, after their appropriate

structures have been developed, are known

as ' deferred, ' instincts. An excellent example
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of both a transitory and a deferred instinct

is to be found in the nuptial flight of ants.

This does not take place until the males and

females are thoroughly mature ; up to that

time, and after the flight, their life is terrestrial.

We have had reason to insist upon the

intimate relation between instinct and structure.

This relationship has suggested to some writers

the possibility that such improvement in accuracy,

in delicacy of adjustment and of motor-co-

ordination,—in fact all those changes which

mark the gradual progress from the ' self-

contained ' but at first somewhat inefficient

reaction—is not, in reaUty, to be attributed

to the effects of exercise but can be adequately

accounted for on purely structural grounds.

Such a contention admits, to some extent,

of verification or disproof by means of observa-

tion and experiment ; and various observations

have been directed to this end though, as yet,

without yielding any conclusive evidence sub-

stantiating either a categorical affirmation or

denial.

What does appear fairly decisively, however,

is that a certain degree of ' skill ' in the employ-

ment of an instinctive activity may be acquired

in the absence of exercise of the activity in
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question. Kuhlmann has noticed, for instance,

that whereas some nestlings on first leaving

the nest can fly only a few feet, others manage

as much as a distance of one hundred yards,

the diflEerence depending on whether they leave

the nest a few days early or late. Somewhat

analogous too, are Craig's observations on the

pigeon's coo. He finds the coo very 'variable

in the time of its appearance
'

; usually ' it is

extremely imperfect and does not in the least

suggest the sound it is to assume,' but 'it

seems that in those individuals in which the

coo appears very late, it is correspondingly well

developed when it does appear
'

; and he con-

cludes ' there are reasons for believing that

practice has very Httle effect in developing the

voice of the dove.' Much the same would seem

to hold true also of man ; for it appears that

the enunciation of children whose speech is de-

layed is frequently remarkably clear and well

defined, and that in such cases the usual period

of word or ' sound-stumbling ' is greatly short-

ened, if not entirely omitted.

It would appear, therefore, that some instinc-

tive activities may proceed, at any rate some

small way, towards perfection apart from prac-

tice. But that practice is ineffective and entirely
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superfluous is byno means proved. For, first, as we
have already seen, certain instincts in the absence

of conditions necessary to their exercise gradually

wane, tending to lapse completely in course of

time. And, secondly, Breed, in some experiments

especially designed to test the importance of

exercise in developing, perfecting, and so to

speak, adding the finishing touch to instinct,

found that 'so far as the facts are concerned,

the most that one can say is that the develop-

ment of the pecking instinct proceeds somewhat

without practice and is hastened by it. Matura-

tion and use run along in time together.' The

observations from which this conclusion was

deduced were as follows :—^Two sets of chicks

were compared in regard to the accuracy of

their pecking capacities : the one set consisted

of five birds allowed to feed normally from the

time of hatching ; the other, of three birds

of the same age, but which from the outset

were confined in a dark-box. The chicks of

this latter group, in which pecking was artificially

deferred, were given their first pecking test

in the Ught some forty hours later. Though
no noteworthy difference in the physical develop-

ment of the two sets could be detected, it, never-

theless, appeared to Breed that on the whole
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'(i) the development of the instinct was retarded

by disuse, and that (2) the retardation was

quickly overcome with use.' These results have

been corroborated by subsequent tests of a more

extensive character. The most striking features

of the results obtained in the later investigation

were '(i) the uniformly poor initial records,

and (2) the rapidity with which normal accuracy

was attained.' The data also gave grounds

for suspecting that ' a given amount of practice,

is necessary to smooth the way for the

operation of a native capacity whose efficiency

is largely a function of the age of the animal.'

There is then some slight show of reason

to justify the use of the term ' instinct-habit ' ;

for though, as is quite clear, motor co-ordination

is present from the outset, even before the

neuro-muscular strength necessary to make the

movements effectively, yet the stage of final

dexterity and economy of effort, when the

subject's attention is no longer occupied by

the novelty or difficulty of the movements,

is only attained through practice and exercise.

And it is just here that we see most clearly

the relation of instinct and intelligence. For,

as instincts are not aU of the same level, some

being, so to speak, much more deeply ingrained

s. 7
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than others, so those which are the least deeply

ingrained lapse the soonest, can be most readily

modified, and require a relatively greater amount

of practice in order to become firmly established

as habits.



CHAPTER V

HOMING

A PURELY general treatment of instinct

apart from any detailed analysis of the instinctive

activities is, at best, incomplete and unsatis-

factory. It is therefore proposed to supplement

the remarks of the preceding chapter by some

account of a particular instinct, namely, homing.

And this plan may be the more readily adopted

in that it serves a dual purpose ; for our examina-

tion, bringing to light (as it of necessity must)

the importance of individual experience even

within the sphere of instinct, thereby in some

measure prepares the way for a consideration of

the nature of animal intelligence. Incidentally

too, homing aflEords an excellent example of

the valuable results that may be achieved

by field-work ; while, at the same time, it serves

to demonstrate the formation of associations

by birds and insects under natiural conditions

as distinguished from the laboratory products

described in an earlier chapter.

7—

a
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At one time the return of bees to the hive or

of carrier pigeons to the cote after foraging or

explorative expeditions was attributed to instinct;

and this implied that the act is little short

of miraculous and absolutely inexplicable. A
somewhat similar view is still held by those

scientistswho invoke a mysterious unknown, inner

or * sixth ' sense, but as wiU be seen later the

evidence in favour of such an assumption is

very slight. More and more it becomes evident

that acquaintance with the position of the home

—

hive, nest, shell, or cote as the case may be

—

and the path by which return may be made,

is only acquired gradually, even laboriously,

by means of individual experience : in fact,

in practically all homing reactions individual

memory must play a role, and one which is by
no means insignificant. It follows that all

that can be properly understood by the homing
* instinct ' is the basic impulse to regain home
after absence, together with the tendency to

make use of certain sense data or impressions

and of associations between them, to achieve

that end.

In confirmation of this view of the necessity

for individual experience, certain facts may be

cited. First, birds and insects appear unable
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to find their way home even when quite near,

if, from youth or through removal to a strange

neighbourhood, they are unfamiliar with their

surroundings. In such cases the number of

safe returns in no wise exceeds the proportion

due to chance. Secondly, bees are said to be

unable to regain the hive in the dark. These

insects, it would seem, depend chiefly on visual

impressions and recognition of visual land-

marks for finding their way : if this is not the

case, i.e. if they possess an unknown homing

sense, their inability to return in the dark

becomes incomprehensible. Other observations

of a similar nature agree in demonstrating

the necessity for individual acquaintance with

the environment.

It is possible to go farther, and to point,

in some cases at least, to the mode by which

such experience is probably acquired. We start

with the fundamental fact that, in general,

animals taken from their home and placed in

new and unfamiliar surroundings rarely succeed

in returning, at any rate directly and immediately.

Thus, in the majority of cases it is actually true

to speak of the return journey as a function

of the outgoing. As the animal travels outwards,

its various receptors are constantly receiving
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* impressions ' from external and internal stimuli,

impressions which, like all others, produce a

modification lasting a certain time. In conse-

quence, when the animal reverses and starts

homeward-bound, it is more or less attuned to

a certain sequence of impressions ; and novel

stimuli, striking discordantly, are avoided, pos-

sibly because of the feeHng of strangeness and

uneasiness they produce. Through this avoid-

ance of the novel and unfamiliar it comes about

that the return journey is in some sense con-

trolled, the animal being more or less negatively

guided and kept to the path by which the goal

may be reached.

It is obvious, however, that the transitory

memory just described is only rudimentary

in character and admits of considerable develop-

ment as regards both permanence (duration)

and extent. At the higher stages it is not

necessary in order to insure return that the

animal shall have just recently made the out-

ward journey. Even such a relatively lowly

creature as the Hmpet may retain a working

recognition of the environment extending to a

distance of lo cms. from its ' scar ' or temporary

home, over a period of two weeks, and a similar

retentiveness is shown by many species of ants.
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As regards extent, it has been found that bees

conveyed under cover to a spot several kilo-

meters distant from the hive, return thither

almost directly upon release, provided that the

zone is already famihar ; while in carrier pigeons,

as is well known, this ability is very highly

developed.

Considerable Kght has been thrown of late

on the nature of this topographical knowledge,

by such patient and painstaking investigators

as Turner, Buttel-Reepen, and the Peckhams.

Impressions of the trail or district, received

through the receptors, are almost, if not always,

indispensable, and may be regarded as furnishing

' cues.' The cues, however, vary according to the

conditions and the species. To the overlooking

of this fact must be attributed the hopeless

confusion which for so long has characterised

the whole subject. It is illegitimate to predicate

what has been found true for one particular

variety as true for the whole species or genus.

To take an instance : the Lasius ant, an insect

with an ill-developed eye, seems to rely mainly

on odours and tactile sensations for guidance,

alterations in these stimuli causing marked

disturbance, while changes in any other stimuU

apparently pass unnoticed. Its explorations are
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limited to a comparatively small area, and on its

return it follows almost precisely the outgoing

trail. Very different, on the other hand, is the

behaviour of such ants as the Formicae and

> Polyergi ; in their case a tendency to cut off

detours and sinuosities is evident on the return

journey, so that the centripetal path rarely

coincides with the centrifugal, being usually more

direct. Confusion, too, and disturbance are

seldom manifested except on the removal of

such outstanding features of the neighbourhood

as probably serve to afford visual landmarks.

In the case of many of the Hymenoptera

it is now possible to point out with some degree

of certainty the receptors that furnish them

with their main cues. But it must be borne

in mind that the predominance of, and customary

rehance on, one class of cues by no means excludes

the use of others derived through different

receptors. For example, Santschi writes of a

N. African ant—' the trace of odour is not suffi-

cient to explain fully the orientation of the ants

that follow it [the trail] and it is supplemented
-^ by means of contact ideas.' Such auxiUary

cues, however, are generally subordinate and
probably remain more or less unnoticed until,

some alteration in the conditions rendering
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the normal cues ineffectual or unavailable,

the animal is forced to resort to other aids.

Thus Burrill has found that one of the slave-

making ants, F. sanguinea, normally follows the

trail by smell, but that smeU on occasion may
be superseded by sight. Watson likewise finds

that iloddy terns do not use visual factors ex-

clusively in the return to the nest; for, on dis-

turbance of these, the birds apparently make use

of a ' locality ' or ' position ' factor.

It would seem that the class of cues most

universally depended on in case of failure of

the normal cues, is that afforded by internal

stimuli derived from the movements of the

body, etc. Pi6ron tells us that whereas the

limpet relies mainly on impressions derived

through the tactile end-organs, yet on the failure

of these, due to alteration of the rock surface,

it is efficiently guided by presumably kinaesthetic

factors ; while the Lasius ant, according to the

same writer, exhibits closely similar behaviour

on the alteration or obHteration of ' chemical

'

cues. Such facts recall the handing over of

control from one set of cues to another, already

described, in the learning of a maze by rodents

and other animals.

This substitution of internal for external
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cues has not only a temporal aspect, as manifested

in the gradual automatization of a series of

movements frequently repeated, but also a

spatial aspect. In other words when the area

constantly explored by an animal is fairly

wide, it normally falls into two zones, an inner

one nearer home which is smaller, better-known

and necessarily more frequently traversed, and

an outer one of greater extent with which the

subject is in consequence less familiar. Santschi

notes, for instance, that certain ants on return

waver at first, but proceed more directly as

the neighbourhood of the nest is approached

;

their behaviour suggests an evident familiarity

with the immediate approach. There is much
evidence to show that in the inner zone so-

called 'muscular' memory is supreme, though

it is unavailing in the outer zone. If this

presumption is valid, moreover, it goes far

to explain certain facts hitherto presenting

troublesome anomalies. Some of these we may
proceed to examine.

It is now acknowledged that a superior

homing capacity is usually correlated with

dependence upon visual cues predominantly.

Many of the solitary wasps, notably Sfhex
and Cerceris, prior to leaving their nest on its
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completion in search of provision, make elaborate

and systematic locality studies. They circle

round the nest several times, approaching and

again flying farther away, so ' making a detailed

study of every little object near the nest'

(fig. 8). It is said that they are engaged in

Fig. 8. Thorough locality study by Sphex.

(After G. W. and E. G. Peckham.)

getting their bearings by acquiring a visual

impression of the nest and its entourage; no

like care is shown apparently in the case of

nests deserted before completion. Most bees

also make a similar careful examination of their
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surroundings on leaving the hive for the first

time. It is asserted that should this preliminary-

survey be suppressed or prevented the insects

are seldom able to find their way home. In

young birds the immature muscular develop-

ment compels slow and gradual learning of the

environment of the nest. The marvellous feats

accompUshed by the carrier pigeon are largely

due to careful and systematic artificial training.

The young bird is taken from the cote and

first released in a famihar zone, and then sub-

sequently at gradually increasing distances.

As regards proof of the statement that visual

landmarks are of supreme importance in the

aforementioned cases, it has been found that

pigeons, bees, and wasps alike are disconcerted

by alteration or removal of such outstanding

features of the environment as may be supposed

to serve as visual points de refere. Thus,

one wasp, Aporus fasciatus, entirely lost her

way when a leaf covering the nest was broken

off, but found it again at once as soon as the

leaf was replaced. Bouvier made the following

tests with Bembex : he hid her nest with a flat

stone whereupon the wasp showed signs of

disturbance, circling above the nest once or twice

before aUghting. During her next absence the
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stone was removed to a distance of 2 decimeters ;

on return Bembex aUghted at once on the stone

and sought the nest, and although twice chased

away she returned and continued the search.

On the stone being replaced in its original

position Bembex at once found the entrance.

The literature of the subject abounds with similar

instances. After any such change in the im-

mediate surroundings of the nest the bee or

wasp, thereby temporarily disoriented, makes

a new survey of the locality of the most careful

character before again setting out on an expedi-

tion.

So much for one class of cases. Of no less

interest, however, are another set of observations

yielding results which stand in sharp contrast

to the above. According to the indications

furnished by this second class of instances,

the removal of outstanding landmarks from

the immediate vicinity seems to pass unnoticed,

and this too in insects that rely for guidance,

over a greater part of the area traversed, upon

cues furnished by visual stimuli ! Thus in

one experiment where the entrance to the hive

was completely disguised by dead branches the

bees still flew direct to it, nor did they seem one

whit disconcerted. Even when the gum itself
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was removed to a spot 2 kilometers distant

and well in sight, these bees, unlike Bembex

which relies on recognition of the landmark

—

plant or stone—rather than on pure positional

memory as such, flew to the exact position

originally occupied by the gum, where they

continued to hover about, obviously desiring

their home yet never approaching it, prominent

object as it was. It seems clear that in the

two last cases the use of visual points de repire

has been superseded in the inner and more

famihar zone by a partially automatic type

of behaviour, that is accompanied by a remark-

able memory for position.

Of the existence of an absolute positional

memory, as well of its dominance and tenacity

in innumerable species from the monkeys down-

wards, there is ample evidence, as experimenters

know to their cost. And it now appears to

be a phenomenon not less well-established in

bees. Indeed, many of these insects show a

marvellously accurate memory, not only for the

exact height of the opening of the hive from

the ground, but also for the position of the

entrance, so that the latter is seldom found if

the hive be sHghtly revolved. Equally astonish-

ing is the memory displayed for the precise
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position of the hive itself ; while even honey

or a flower once visited may so dominate memory
that a bee winging its way thither will completely

ignore honey placed close to the line of flight,

in a situation where normally it would im-

mediately claim attention. In soKtary wasps,

on the other hand, the memory of absolute

position is comparatively rare.

Now the significance of this is obvious.

For whereas the hive bee has a more or less

permanent home, the sohtary wasp is constantly

seeking pastures new ; one nest is no sooner

completed than she flies off to start another

in a different locality. Under such conditions

the home is at best nothing more than a passing

•pied-a-terre. Such an existence scarcely favours

the development of stereotyped habits and

pure positional memory ; indeed, the possession

of the latter would constitute a drawback

rather than otherwise. Moreover, the greatest

degree of positional memory among wasps is

exhibited by Bembex, and it is significant that

her home is somewhat more permanent, for she

differs from many other wasps in feeding her

young from day to day.

It has been objected that, even granting

the existence of such highly developed positional
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memory, and admitting the ability of the insects

in question to find their way home in a quasi-

mechanical manner, the apparent failure to

note the absence of the one important detail

of the situation, e.g. the hive, is still left un-

explained. Unfortunately this difficulty can only

be met by conjectures. Consider the case where

the hive is removed but a very short distance,

remaining well in view from the old position.

The bees return as usual and hover about, never,

it is affirmed, noticing the hive. But is it not

possible that, in an insect dominated by positional

memory, the hive is so altered by its change of

position that it becomes ipso facto a new object,

constituting at most a disturbing feature and

having for the subject no relation whatsoever

to the old familiar home f In other words,

change of situation probably carries with it

an entire change in meaning. Take the case

of Bemhex : it lives for the most part in a semi-

social state, the nests of different individuals

being only an inch or two apart ; further, a

district markedly devoid of landmarks such

as a plain sandy soil, is generally selected.

Yet out of the numerous burrows, differing to

the human observer only as regards position,

' Bembex swoops down upon the exact spot
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at which the entrance to her nest is hidden

'

with ' unerring accuracy,' though a stranger

wasp excavating a nest among a Bembex colony-

is utterly unable to find it on return and

runs in and out of the various Bembex holes.

We must conclude that here at least meaning

attaches solely to the position occupied.

On taking facts of this nature into con-

sideration, it ceases to be surprising that the bees

fail to go to the hive in its new position. To do

so would imply the abiHty to recognise similarity

in difference, a power of abstraction which their

general conduct gives us no warrant to conclude.

The fact that the bees continue to hover

over the deserted spot, instead of at once flying

off and scouring the. neighbourhood for their

goal, also, has occasioned a certain amount

of surprise. Reflexion will show, however,

that such conduct is consonant with the rest

of their behaviour. The general vicinity, save

for the absence of one feature, remains unchanged.

In all probabiUty, therefore, coming as it does

as the last of a sequence of experiences cus-

tomarily leading to the desired goal, and thus

exciting a certain measure of preparedness for it,

it is recognised by the bees. To go farther and

marvel that the insects do not immediately

s. 8
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notice the absence of the hive and at once seek

for it, is to neglect the distinction between

recognition and recollection, a distinction which

unfortunately has not always been sufficiently

borne in mind by writers on this subject.

This apparent contrast between the recogni-

tion of the permanent zone and the visual

memory of particular objects within it, which at

first glance seems so unique, suggests yet another

distinction that must be drawn, viz., one be-

tween the characters of the visual cues employed.

This distinction, though largely relative, is by no

means devoid of interest. It seems that while

many creatures rely for guidance in this sphere

chiefly upon detail, others, over a large part of

their course at least, appear to make use of what

may be termed, as contrasted with detail, visual

ensemble. It is stated, for instance, that, in

those ants which rely chiefly on sight, all modifica-

tion of the path is without effect. Topographical

memory embraces a large field in which details

are of relatively slight value. In consequence,

these ants are seldom lost and their mode of

orientation permits them a considerable degree

of latitude. Often, too, insects that are ' put

out ' by the removal or alteration of certain

details of the environment fly aloft and so are
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able to get their bearings once more from the

general ensemble. It is practically certain that

in creatures whose beat takes in a large area,

ensemble is relied on in the districts more remote

from home, even though detail is paramount in

the inner zone. A typical instance is the homing

of carrier pigeons, which must now be examined

Clearly, from the point of view of vision,

animals endowed with the power of flight have

an advantage over their earth-bound relatives
;

and, within limits, the higher the flight the greater

the advantage. Everyone knows the clear,

schematic relief of the so-called ' bird's-eye

'

view. Prominent objects, such as mountains,

can be seen from afar, are possibly recognised,

and may serve as cues to birds many miles

distant : in this way actual first-hand acquaint-

ance with the environment ceases to be absolutely

indispensable, a fact which helps to explain

the marvellous returns of carrier pigeons from

points far beyond their normal range after

being conveyed thither in closed baskets. For

the difference in results, according as pigeons

are permitted to observe the country through

which they are passing or not, has been placed

beyond doubt. It demonstrates the immense

value of visual landmarks to these birds.

8—2
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Other theories are still put forward to account

for the homing of pigeons. They diflEer very-

much in value. The telepathy hypothesis, for

instance, since telepathy itself remains non-

proven, may be at once rejected. Of what

use to endeavour to explain the unknown by

the equally, if not still more, unknown ? The

theory of a magnetic sense, contended for by

Thauzies, can scarcely claim serious attention

in the absence of any critical experiments :

the onus probandi at present lies with its ad-

vocates.

But there remain other hypotheses which

cannot be so summarily dismissed. After all,

homing is a very complex phenomenon; and,

although the use of visual landmarks plays an

important role, it does not follow that the partici-

pation of other factors in the reaction is excluded.

It is not improbable, for example, that the

> so-caUed labyrinthine memory (which is due to

impressions received through the semi-circular

canals, together possibly with those from the

utricle and saccule, being the end organs which

passively register angular and linear displacement

respectively) may in some small means afford an

auxiliary cue ; it may, in fact, partially account

for the safe returns of birds loosed on sea out
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of sight of land where the change of direction

is rare. Labyrinthine memory has also been put

forward, with less cogency, to explain the isolated

cases of the well-nigh miraculous returns of

dogs and cats to their old home after having

been transported to a distant part of the

country by rail. At best, however, it con-

stitutes but a partial explanation. Moreover,

such memory is inoperative in young birds,

where, if anywhere, we should expect to find

It supreme, since being untainted by experience

they are not Ukely to be influenced to the same

degree as adults by misleading associations

or visual impressions.

Claim has also been made that, in the absence

of other cues, guidance may be furnished by

the direction of the wind, the position of the

sun's rays, etc. But it is obvious that factors

such as these can only be of Hmited value to

pigeons, whether Santschi is right in asserting

that ' solar tropism ' is of foremost importance

in the case of certain ants or not. In this

connexion it may not be amiss to mention

that the direction of currents has been invoked

to explain the migration of fishes ; but this

is a realm in which too Uttle work has been

done.
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There remains for consideration the so^

called ' inner sense,' or sense of direction. Now
of the receptors of this sense nothing is known.

But the mass of evidence accumulating in recent

years renders imperative a more serious examina-

tion of the facts alleged. At first the postula^

tion of an inner sense was little better than a con-

fession of ignorance. How explain otherwise, it

was asked, the safe return of pigeons loosed on

sea out of sight of land, or indeed of any object

serving as a point de repere ? Of three noddy

terns released in mid-ocean two returned 460

miles in three days. These birds also when
sent north returned a distance of 1000 miles

along an unfamiliar coast, despite the fact

that they had never before been more than

15 knots distant from the land in that direction.

So far the hypothesis of an inner sense is nothing

more than idle conjecture, but it changes to

something more substantial in the case of

the Hymenoptera, especially ants.

Cornetz, as the result of his recent elaborate

observations on five species of N. African ants

which forage singly, asserts that they possess

an extraordinary faculty of maintaining their

course in a definite direction. The direction

adopted by the insect on leaving the nest is
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definitely resumed after each of the many
interruptions, whether these are due to the

intervention of the observer, to being carried

out of her course by the wind or to the insect's

own exploratory tendencies ; deviations of the

latter kind reach as many as ten or twelve

on a single outward journey and are themselves

frequently very complex, consisting of many
loops and turns. This abihty to resume a given

direction has been described by Cornetz as ' the

constant reappearance of the once impressed

wandering direction.' A further complication

is found in the fact that ' sometimes the insect

outward bound adopts successively two directions,

often at right angles to each other, and on her

return retraces them successively in inverse

order.' But this behaviour must not be con-

fused with mere muscular memory. The return

is not due to a kinematic reverse of the move-

ments made on the outward journey, as Pi6ron

affirms of Aphaenogaster (though Turner dis-

agrees). As a matter of fact, in the N. African

ants under consideration, the sequence of the

actual movements performed on the return

journey, as well as the route traversed, has

be§n found at times to differ very considerably

from that observed on the outgoing path.
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At most Cornetz would reduce tlie role of muscular

memory in the species examined to that of a

podometer giving a very rough estimate of the

distance travelled. But even within these modi-

fied hmits muscular memory does not appear

to afEord a very reliable guide ; over and over

again the ants stop much too soon and commence

the characteristic turning, always given in the

vicinity of the nest and generally known as

the ' tournoiement de Turner^ For guidance

by muscular memory, therefore, Cornetz would

substitute an innate ability to maintain and

follow a given direction—not, be it carefully

noted, a trail. And this ability which does

not depend on sight, smell, touch, or movement,

or in fact on any cue yet analysed, is ascribed

to an ' inner sense.'

Nor are the facts related by Cornetz absolutely

unique, forming a class apart, since observations

pointing to the same conclusion have been

recorded quite independently. Thus Hardy
finds that a certain wasp, Diamma bicolor,

when dragging her prey home has constantly

to leave it in order to reconnoitre ; on returning,

however, she always goes forward in the same
general direction. And Andrews, without having

obtained definite experimental evidence, thinks
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that the behaviour of termites also points to

the possession of a similar, though much more

rudimentary, sense of direction. Bonnier's experi-

ments were rather diflEerent. Their outcome

proved that bees are able to distinguish between

two directions which differ from one another

by an exceedingly small angle ; and this, he

claims, can only be explained on the assumption

of the presence of a very delicate sense of direc-

tion.

Whether there are reaUy grounds for demand-

ing the postulation of sensations of direction

obtained by individual experience but indepen-

dently of any of the known receptors, it is im-

possible as yet to say. What does emerge

clearly is the necessity for further investigation.



CHAPTER VI

IMITATION

Two main types of imitation are usually dis-

tinguished, the one being described as instinctive,

the other as inferential or reflective. These

two sub-classes are, however, widely diflEerent;

and their subsumption under the same general

class must be attributed to the objective re-

semblance between their respective phenomena,

rather than to any underlying subjective relation-

ship between the processes involved. Indeed, the

former type, as its name impUes, is more properly

considered in connexion with instinct, while

the latter, presumably a much higher type,

necessitates an investigation of the level of

general intelligence. Hence a consideration of

the various actions classed under imitation,

forcing on us as it does a transition from gener-

ally unreflective behaviour to the highest levels

of animal intelligence, may conveniently find

place here.
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In instinctive imitation, as usually under-'

stood, there need be no definite intention on

the part of the imitator to copy the action

of the imitatee or to achieve a similar result.

The sine qua non is that the imitatee's action

shall serve as a stimulus caUing forth similar

behaviour in its companions, such behaviour

following almost reflexly (or instinctively) upon

the perception of the original performance.

The well-known tendency to yawn when in

company with a yawner affords an excellent

illustration. In other words instinctive be-

haviour may be eUcited, not only by its appro-

priate stimulus but also, in the absence of

that stimulus, by the instinctive action of other

animals. Hachet-Souplet reports, for instance,

that pigeons placed in one compartment of a

cage and deprived of food will, nevertheless,

proceed to peck the floor vigorously on perceiving

their neighbours in the adjoining compartment

pecking corn.

Recognition of the existence of this so-

called instinctive imitation has been followed

by an exaggerated idea of its importance.

Writers have spoken of a definite imitating

' instinct,' and it has been argued that the

possession of such an instinct, leading an animal
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to copy the behaviour of other members of

its species, renders unnecessary the inheritance

of more specific instincts and so lightens the

burden of heredity.

This view once succinctly enunciated, atten-

tion has been naturally directed to the behaviour

of young animals. How far, it has been asked,

is the conduct of the young imitative of their

fellows, particularly of their elders ? Do young

animals when deprived from the outset of the

companionship of older animals actually fail to

manifest any of the customary instinctive activi-

ties common to the species ? Fortunately careful

observation has done much to answer these

questions.

In the first place most writers are agreed

that, as regards instinctive imitation, only those

actions are imitated which awaken an inherited

disposition, i.e. an instinct, in the percipient;

in other words, that there does not, in fact,

exist a general instinct of imitation leading

an animal to copy any action whatsoever.

It follows that the assumption of an imitating

instinct does not render the inheritance of

specific instincts dispensable ; indeed, it is depen-

dent on the latter. What it, perhaps, does

make possible is that these instincts may be
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inherited in a rather more general and somewhat
less stereotyped manner, thereby affording scope

for increased plasticity.

Again, analysis reveals that in many of the

instances cited as examples of instinctive imita-

tion, the original action is not strictly copied,

but, at most, only suggests another more or less

similar action. An instance in point is given

by Craig. He observes that young pigeons

at once give a call on hearing other birds call,

and that the more they hear other birds call,

the more they call
;

yet ' they do not imitate

the adults in the sense of copying them or of

learning new sounds.' On the other hand,

Craig does not consider it improbable that

' the calling of other birds may lead the young

to give a certain sound earlier than they would

give it if left alone.' This, of course, is only

conjecture. But Breed actually found that

the performance of the drinking reaction by

one chick does seem to stimulate another chick

to a similar performance, when this other chick

is at the learning stage.

Breed further undertook some experiments

designed with the definite object of testing

the effect of social influence in increasing the

accuracy of the pecking reaction in chicks.
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He took two groups E and F, each comprising

six chicks, but those in group F being ten days

younger than those in group E. The chicks of

group F were placed with those of group E im-

mediately on hatching and careful records were

taken of their pecking reactions during the first

eight days. On comparing these with the records

for the corresponding period of group E's develop-

ment it was found that, despite the possible

advantage the younger chicks might derive

from stimulation by association with the older

chicks, the records showed that they 'began

less accurately than their elders, remained behind

by about the same margin during the critical

period of development, and hardly equalled

them while the experiment continued.' Further

control tests with two chicks kept in absolute

isolation gave results closely similar to those

of the chicks kept under more normal conditions
;

nor did they reveal any retardation in respect

to rapidity in consequence of the absence of

social influence.

Before returning to the examination of

instinctive imitation proper, there is one case

which, since it presents a type intermediate

between social influence and imitation, deserves

mention. A quite young monkey was placed
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with an older one. The two became very friendly,

and the younger animal would constantly follow

the older one about. Not only so, but he like-

wise repeated the adult's actions and even

formed similar habits, such as jumping on the

experimenter's shoulder, etc. The interesting

point, however, is that the baby would never

perform any one of these actions—not even

that of coming for food—unless the older monkey
first responded. Here we do not seem to be

dealing with purely imitative behaviour. Whilst

instinctive imitation probably played a large

part, it is not unlikely that timidity and shyness

were also important factors. If this were so

it would explain the inhibition of independent

movement in the presence of the experimenter.

Possibly, too, the baby ' liked ' to be close to

the older monkey, deriving some feeling of

security from his proximity. At all events

it is significant that the young animal became

more independent as he grew older.

Another example illustrative of this inter-

mediate type is to be found in dog-breaking

;

for, as every sportsman and shepherd knows,

by far the easiest and most rapid way of breaking

in a pup is to bring it up with well-trained

dogs.
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Moreover, fundamental to both the above

cases is the tendency of young animals to follow

others, a fact which supplies an explanation

of many phenomena which, at first sight, are

attributed to instinctive imitation. A young

mammal, as it follows its mother or some other

animal about, is necessarily brought into contact

with the same stimuli as are encountered by
the latter ; and there seems no reason to suppose

that these stimuli do not act directly upon the

former, eliciting the appropriate instinctive re-

sponse. What more natural, for instance, than

to suppose that contact with food will of itself

prompt eating ? Strictly, the most that can

be urged in such cases is that the movement
of the older animal may serve to attract the

attention of the younger to the stimuli. That

the reaction given by the second animal resembles

that given by the first, may be readily accounted

for on the assumption that a stimulus adapted

to excite a certain inherited disposition is likely

to call forth similar responses from similar

organisms.

Though hitherto we have somewhat dis-

counted the educative influence of suggestion

or imitation, there are certain cases where it

assumes an important role. The most notable
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instance is that of fear: for, whether we hold,

as Kuhlmann does, that young animals at the

outset fear every object save those for which
they have a particular use, such as food ; or

whether we consider that they enter into

life fearing no particular object, but only coming
to acquire fear for such through association

and example ; it seems equally certain that the

attitude of the older animals is very largely

instrumental in determining the conduct of

their young, both by accustoming them to

harmless objects and by their regular avoidance

of certain other specific objects.

On taking everything into consideration, how-

ever, it would seem that the educative influence

of instinctive imitation has been unduly exag-

gerated in the past. In monkeys, for instance,

contrary to popular belief, it appears to play no

great part. Thus, of one young monkey kept

under the most careful and competent observa-

tion from birth, we find it asserted ' there

is no evidence to show that he ever gained

a new activity by imitation.' Nevertheless

there is one form of action which, since it certainly

exercises some eflEect as regards the acquirement

of motor control, must not be omitted from

our account. The behaviour in question is

s. 9
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sometimes spoken of, rightly or wrongly, as

self-imitation, sometimes as a circular reaction.

It consists in a tendency to repeat certain move-

ments, frequently novel movements, over and

over again, and is manifested to perfection in

cats and monkeys. The writer well remembers

a rather backward and very heavy kitten

suddenly discovering that he could, by half-

scrambling, half-jumping, get on to a large

table. So attractive was this new feat that

the performance was repeated rapidly and with-

out intermission as many as 200 times, after

which the writer wearied of the game and the

cat was removed. Next day, on the cat's return

to the room, he immediately jumped on the

table and continued to repeat this accompKsh-

ment until stopped.

Circular reaction or self-imitation would also

seem to be an important factor in the acquiring

of songs by birds. A young sparrow placed

with twenty canaries gradually lost his sparrow

chirp, adopting instead a song which closely

resembled the confusion of notes occurring

when the three advilt canary songsters were

singing their best. It appears that, while the

ordinary call notes and narrow range of notes

are hereditary, the song pattern or arrangement
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of notes is to a large extent due, and partially

dependent upon, training. If this be true it

can readily be understood that here, at least,

there is room for instinctive imitation.

Sufficient has been said to show that instances

of instinctive imitation vmdoubtedly do occur,

though the phenomenon is probably much rarer

than was at one time supposed. We must

now inquire whether the existence in animals

of any higher type of imitation can be hke-

wise established. Is there any occasion where

we are forced to conclude that an animal copies

the action of another, not from a mere in-

stinct to imitate, not even from a mere desire

to reproduce the other's movements, but simply

because it wishes to attain the same result ? To
take an instance :—^An animal is confined in a

puzzle (or problem) box from which it can escape

to food and freedom by working some simple

mechanism (pushing aside a bolt, raising a hook,

etc.). After several minutes occupied in frantic

attempts to escape, our subject still fails to dis-

cover the mechanism, or at aU events its mode

of operation. Suppose we were now to introduce

another animal famihar with the apparatus, and

allow our subject to watch him successfully

manipulate the fastening, would the latter profit

9-2
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by the example afiEorded, and on the next occasion

immediately release himself in the correct fashion?

Should he indeed do so, his conduct, hinting that

the relation of means to end had been grasped,

would be strongly suggestive of inferential

imitation. It is impossible, however, to be

too careful in definitely accepting such a con-

clusion ; for the situation contains many pit-

falls.

In the first place, it is desirable to ascertain

that subsequent success is not simply due to

the fact that the imitatee's movements have

served to attract the imitator's attention to

the important part of the box, the correct

manipulation of the fastening thereupon following

in an automatic, random, or chance manner

quite apart from any perception of its significance

in relation to the obtaining of release. Wherever

the imitator after successfully working the

mechanism fails to profit by the result of his

action, appearing oblivious to the reward or

means of escape thereby afforded, the presump-

tion is that the relation is not apprehended.

Thus in one experiment which consisted in

discovering and pulling out a plug that released

a door concealing food, and situated in a distant

part of the cage (frontispiece), the correct
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performance of the task by a trained monkey
sufficed to attract the attention of another,

previously unsuccessful, animal to the plug

;

yet the latter, although puUing out the plug,

failed to appreciate the consequence of his

action, neither going over to the door in search

of food, nor even so much as glancing in its

direction. On the other hand, the same set

of experiments furnishes us with an exactly

contrary instance. A trap door, placed in a

slide (or chute), which when released allowed

food to fall down on to the floor of the cage,

could be worked by the pulling of one of three

strings some short distance away. One monkey,

after showing his inability to solve the problem

unaided, was permitted to see a trained animal

work the mechanism. On the removal of the

latter the first subject at once began to attack

the strings eagerly but indiscriminately, leaving

off repeatedly, despite his non-success, to investi-

gate the food-opening. It seems pretty evident

that, in this case at least, an association had

been definitely formed, though it would appear

to be one of temporal, rather than of causal,

sequence.

Incidentally, it may be noted that, the

experimenter reports not only the act of the
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imitatee, ' but also the profitable result of that act

was a necessary factor in producing imitation.'

Somewhat similar observations have also been

made concerning white rats. For Berry found

that with these rodents the ' following tendency,'

far from being unconditioned, was strictly con-

trolled by the result. Untrained rats on finding

that their companions could show them a way

of escape would follow the latter about closely,

desisting at once, however, if they failed. This,

Berry designates as a type of behaviour inter-

mediate between instinctive and intelligent imita-

tion proper.

We have seen how easily movements initiated

by playful interest or curiosity, and resulting

in a chance success, may be mistaken by a

superficial observer for a true instance of re-

flective imitation. But there is another no

less insidious error to be avoided with equal

care.

Because an animal fails in an experiment

designed to test its ability to imitate, it by no

means follows that it is incapable of truly

imitative action. It must first be proved that

the test set was an appropriate one, suited to

the subject.

For instance, before entering upon such
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an investigation, it is only metKodical to ascertain

that the subject's attention can be readUy

aroused through the particular sense avenue

to which appeal is made. Self-evident as this

would seem, it is a precaution that is only too

often overlooked. Nor, even after the most

careful eflEorts to secure the conditions best

adapted to compel the subject's attention, can

the issue be guaranteed. An animal's attention

is an uncertain quantity, and, at best, seldom

concentrated for long at a time on one object

or situation, except in certain special cases as,

e.g., a cat watching over a mousehole, where,

indeed, the tendency is inherited. Perhaps

something could be done if animals, destined

to participate in experiments on imitation and

kindred inquiries, could be subjected in their

youth to a course of training in the habit of

giving attention. As it is, the actual turning

of the imitator's head or even of his eyes towards

the imitatee's movements are not, in them-

selves, sufficient assurance that the attention

is caught. Simian attention, in particular, is

of so roving a character as to have given rise

to the assertion that it is impossible to be sure

that an object has been noticed by a monkey

unless he actually touches it.
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Allowing for these facts, the large proportion

of failures which result when the imitator is

confined in a separate compartment from the

imitatee ceases to cause surprise; the condition,

it will be readily understood, being a most

unfavourable one.

It was pointed out above how essential

it is to insure that the correct working of a

mechanism, consequent upon witnessing its opera-

tion by another animal, is not the result of

some chance success in which intelligent imitation

plays no part ; as when the trained animal's

movements simply serve to direct the imitator's

attention to a hitherto neglected factor in the

environment, which is then successfully mani-

pulated in a more or less automatic manner

or by some happy accident. And here we
are faced with a dilemma. The particular

action demanded from the imitator must ob-

viously be one possible for him and not too

difficult of execution ; otherwise failure may
be due to the complexity of the action and not

to inability to imitate intelligently where the

conditions are favourable. On the other hand,

if the movement required is very simple and
natural there is always the possibihty that

its performance is not due to imitation but
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has occurred spontaneously or by chance. Nor

does the fact that an animal never hit on

the action in question (at all events in the

right connexion) while alone, but only after

another animal had accomplished it in his

presence, by any means constitute an adequate

safeguard. For, though the number of simple

movements in an animal's repertoire is limited,

the order of their appearance is, to a large

extent, haphazard, and thus resort to the suitable

action may have been simply delayed : or,

as we have just seen, while the behaviour of

the imitatee may have been instrumental in

calling attention to the mechanism, the latter

may of itself provoke the appropriate response.

Conditions constituting the juste milieu are but

seldom obtained.

As regards the facility with which various

kinds of movements are reproduced, it is generally

agreed that those which are instinctive and

common to the species are the most readily

imitated ; a fact which, if true, goes far to explain

the disproportionately large number of failures

that result when an animal, instead of imitating

the behaviour of another of its own kind, is

required to copy the experimenter.

A propos of exact copying as distinguished
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from reflective imitation, an interesting method

has been employed by Porter. The subjects

were birds, comprising several species. Each

bird was allowed to learn to work a mechanism

in its own way ; whereupon it was found that

in practically no two cases did the method

adopted agree in every particular. A bird

having learnt to work the mechanism in its

own way was then allowed to see another bird

attack it in the latter's own characteristic

manner. Should the former bird thereupon

modify its behaviour, adopting a procedure

similar to that followed by the second bird,

there would be good reason for supposing the

case to be one of definite imitation. These

experiments also satisfy another condition, that

of securing the subject's interest. For the asso-

ciation between mechanism and reward being

already estabHshed, the interest inherent in the

latter will doubtless be irradiated to the former
;

while the entrance of the social factor, and with

it rivalry, adds the final fillip. The results are not

altogether clear-cut, for the conditions of the

method which allowed of the free exercise of

rivalry and interest, also led one bird to displace

another at a very early stage of the latter's

efforts. One crow did, however, change his
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manner of opening a door, owing, it is claimed,

to imitation ; the experimenter also asserts that

his observations showed that the method under

discussion is likewise practicable with orioles

and with the junco, the sparrow, and the cow-

bird.

Concerning the influence of social relations

all too little is known. According to Thorndike,

on the one hand, we should expect ' members

of a common troupe of animals on friendly

terms to manifest it [imitation] more than others
'

;

and it is suggested that the negative results

of his experiments with monkeys are, in part,

to be ascribed to the hostile relations existing

between his subjects, two of which were on

terms of war and the third extremely shy and

timid. Haggerty, on the contrary, as the out-

come of his observation of monkeys expresses

the opinion that 'familiarity tends to lessen

attention, to make each animal follow its own
tendencies. Strangeness and a certain amount

of pugnacity seem effective in arousing atten-

tion,' though fear only causes a monkey to

attend to its enemy's movements in so far

as may be necessary to avoid him.

Neglect to observe the precautions indicated,

together with a tendency to overlook the animal
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equation and the general conduciveness of the

conditions to imitation, in the anxiety to secure

a rigorous test, may in part account for the high

percentage of failures. On numerous occasions

the behaviour of cats, dogs, raccoons, and monkeys

aKke, has yielded no evidence whatsoever of

any imitative abiHty. Yet, it must be remem-

bered, that even the few tests which may be

regarded as approximating, in some measure, to

the ideal standard are unable to do more than

suggest, though with a very high degree of prob-

ability, the presence of intelligent imitation.

No case has, as yet, been recorded which cannot,

in the last resort, be adequately analysed on the

' stimulus and response ' basis, the object or

situation, either in itself or through association,

suggesting the appropriate reaction. At all

events there is no need to postulate ideas as

directive of the observed conduct. True, they

may be the determinant ; but this is a hypothesis

that can only claim serious attention, if the

general conduct of the subject under con-

sideration is confirmatory of the supposition.

It is clearly impossible, in the limited space

at our disposal, to deal in detail with the many
investigations that are concerned with the imita-

tive powers of the higher animals. Nevertheless,
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in view of the prevalent belief in the imitative

disposition of monkeys (typified by the verbs

' ape ' and ^singer ') this chapter cannot be brought

to a close without some attempt to summarise,

if only very roughly, the results of actual experi-

ments with these animals.

Within recent years several careful researches

—notably those of Haggerty, Hobhouse, Shep-

herd, Thorndike and Watson—have been directed

to the elucidation of this problem : and, thanks

to their efforts, we are at last in possession

of some data of a reliable character.

Though the results obtained vary somewhat

in the different cases, they, nevertheless, all

agree in pointing to the conclusion that monkeys

are by no means hyper-imitative. Indeed, none

of the subjects of Thorndike or Watson—the

one experimented with three, the other with

four, animals—gave the least evidence, despite

abundant opportunity, of any attempt to make

intelligent use of imitation : nor did they even

manifest instinctive imitation in any marked

degree. These facts, while insufficient, as Thorn-

dike admits, to justify a complete refutation of

the occurrence of reflective imitation in monkeys,

at least prove that the current opinion greatly

needs modifying.
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Turning to the work of the other three ex-

perimenters, each records one or more instances

of partial success, though tempered by many
failures. Between them they tested 21 monkeys,

the majority of which were Cebus, Macacus

or Rhesus.

Haggerty's observations are the fullest. Out

of 26 trials he obtained 16 cases of successful

imitation, 5 cases of partially successful imita-

tion, and only 5 failures. The tests themselves,

two of which have incidentally been already

described (pp. 132-133), involved fairly complex

actions, as is further shown by the following

examples : (a) to jump on a chute ; then, swing-

ing head and shoulders down, to thrust up a

hand inside and grasp a coiled spring : this

releases a door through which food falls down
the chute ; (b) to climb a rope, push open a

door at the top of the cage and reach for food

placed outside
;

(c) to push up a screen, or tear

paper, fastened over a circular hole in which

food is concealed.

Hobhouse's experiments differed from Hag-
gerty's in that his animals—a chimpanzee and
a Rhesus—^were required to imitate, not a fellow-

monkey, but the experimenter. Although the

performance of a human imitatee can scarcely
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be considered so likely to induce imitation

as that of a member of the same species, Hob-
house is, nevertheless, able to report several

successes.

Certain of his tests, viz. (i) learning to push

out with a plunger a banana wedged in the

middle of a glass-tube
; (2) learning to use

a T-rake to sweep in food placed beyond reach

outside the cage, were repeated by Watson, and

later by Shepherd. The behaviour described

by both these investigators, however, is very

diflEerent from that of Hobhouse's subjects,

though the imitatee was still the experimenter.

Watson in every case got entirely negative

results, his anijnals displaying not the slightest

tendency to imitate. Shepherd worked with

8 Rhesus monkeys, none of which, in the glass-

tube test, made any attempt, even after three

weeks' experience, to reproduce the movements

of the experimenter. In the second test also,

six of the subjects again failed. While they

learnt to pull in the rake, the action was devoid

of meaning since they omitted to hook it first

round the food. One monkey, however, did

learn, after several days, to accomplish this

essential part of the performance, though always

in a somewhat clumsy manner. The eighth
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animal, which had learnt nothing from watching

the experimenter, finally acquired the action

from another monkey which had just become

proficient. The latter was also given a third

test. A banana was suspended out of reach,

but could be got by mounting a horizontal

pole. The pole, however, had first to be brought

into position ; this could be effected by simply

pushing one end along a beam until the pole

lay under the fruit, its other end being pivoted.

After the experimenter had gone through the

performance a few times, the monkey began

to copy him. Moreover, Shepherd tells us,

that she never ' groped ' at all but showed
* an immediate grasp of the situation.' Nor

was the action stereotyped, the pole being

sometimes pushed, sometimes pulled, but always

with the one aim. In short, her behaviour

was suggestive of 'imitation of a relatively

high order.'

The net outcome of the various inquiries

may be stated as follows :—^That while under

certain circumstances monkeys may, and do,

imitate, their behaviour as a whole can scarcely

be characterised as imitative ; nor does imitation

appear to play any important part in their

learning processes.
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It is possible that the belief in their imitative

powers may have partly arisen from the close

resemblance their movements naturally bear

to those of human beings. Moreover, there are

some grounds for supposing that the anthro-

poids are considerably more imitative than

monkeys ; but up to the present no systematic"

investigation has been carried out on the higher

apes.

10



CHAPTER VII

THE EVIDENCE FOR INTELLIGENCE AND
FOR IDEAS

We have just seen that the interpretation

of an action as due to reflective imitation can

only be justified if our knowledge of the general

level of intelligence manifested by the subject

supports the view that, the animal is capable

of a type of behaviour higher than that of

the mere sensory response, extended though

this may be by sensori-motor association. But

how, it will be asked, is such knowledge to be

obtained f Is there a recognised system of pro-

cedure ? It must at once be confessed that the

ideal method is stiU to seek. In the meantime

it may be of aid to examine the methods now
current, noting the points of failure while

profiting by the difficulties that have been out-

grown.

Thorndike's classical experiments may be

said to forrii the true starting-point of systematic
* intelligence tests.' And, indeed, they are still

largely instrumental in determining the methods
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and character of these investigations. Problem-

boxes, some of which were described in the

last chapter, and one of which is shown in

fig- 9> were the medium chiefly employed.

Animals could obtain food or release by a simple

action, such as pulling a loop of string or wire,

Fig. 9. Problem-box used by Thorndike in experiments on cats.

(After Thorndike.)

clawing a button, raising a thumb-latch, raising

a lever whilst simultaneously pushing against

a door, etc. The mode of attack, rate of learning,

and so forth were thought to indicate the nature

of the process, revealing whether ideas were

10

—

2
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active or the formation of a quasi-mechanical

association alone was involved.

It was found that animals on first being

subjected to these tests failed to comprehend

the situation. Frantic attempts were made to

escape, various parts of the cage being attacked

indiscriminately ; but the release mechanism

received no special attention and was often

completely passed over. Indeed, the successful

action seemed only to be ' hit on ' by chance.

Nor did one success insure subsequent accuracy

of performance ; for a successful animal, on

being replaced, would, more often than not,

attack the box in precisely the same random
manner as before. As a rule, association bet\yeen

escape and the manipulation of the release-

mechanism was only formed gradually, on the

basis of the few chance or residual successes

that interspersed a long series of failures. Such

behaviour Thorndike characterises as a ' method

of trial and error.' He regards it as non-inteUi-

gent, evincing no trace of a directive idea,

no perception of the specific relations involved

:

rather is it akin to the formation of a habit,

the successful reaction becoming gradually
' stamped in ' by reason of its very success.

Thus it comes about that in time the mere
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sight of the mechanism automatically suggests

the movement necessary to eflEect escape. In

short, nothing more is involved than the acquire-

ment of a sensori-motor association.

On such a system of interpretation the import-

ance attached to the curve which graphically

represents the learning process in terms of

time, will be at once evident. The material

from which these curves are constructed is

the time taken to escape on each successive

trial. Thorndike asserts that ' the gradual

slope of the time-curve. . .shows the absence'

of reasoning' and further goes on to interpret,

somewhat arbitrarily, such a gradual slope as

' representing the wearing smooth of a path

in the brain, not the decisions of a rational

consciousness
'

; a view which has since passed

current for some years. Recently, however,

the admissibility of such an interpretation has

been called into question. It appears that the

learning curve is a much more complex pheno-

menon than was at one time suspected, and we
are now told, on the basis of subsequent investi-

gation, ' that the rational status of a group of

animals cannot be inferred from the slope of

a curve in so far as this slope is dependent

upon the number of trials or the relative rate
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of elimination.' Moreover, even in the rare

cases where such inferences are legitimate it

would seem that 'the relation between the

abruptness of slope and degree of rational ability

is just the inverse of that assumed by Thorn-

dike.' Other criticisms might also be urged

;

but those just brought forward will suffice to

show the necessity for a review of the evidence

contributed by the learning curve.

Although Thorndike argues that the nature

of the learning curve may suffice to demonstrate

the absence of intelligence, yet he implicitly

admits its inadequacy, apart from other sources

of information, to establish the converse. Thus

while he asserts that the presence of inference,

however rudimentary, ought to manifest itself

by a sudden vertical descent in the time-curve,

he allows that not every such sudden descent

implies inference : a marked drop might be

due, for example, to the simplicity of the required

action. A case in point occurs in the curves

constructed by Thorndike from the behaviour

of his monkeys. The graphs obtained with

these animals differed considerably from those

yielded by cats and dogs, 'being unanimous,

save in the very hardest, in showing a process of

sudden acquisition by a rapid, often apparently
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instantaneous, abandonment of the unsuccessful

movements and a selection of the appropriate

one which rivals in suddenness the selections

made by human performers.' Yet although

Thorndike admits in such a case that it is

natural to infer the monkeys come to have an

idea of the movement to be made, he hesitates

to draw this conclusion. Instead he puts for-

ward various alternative explanations, e.g. the

superior sight, greater mobiUty and more dex-

trous use of the hands by these animals (none

of which it wiU be noticed involve the assump-

tion of ideas), to account for the remarkable

rapidity of learning.

Thorndike's arguments are not confined to the

rate of learning, however. He resorts to many
other considerations to support his contention

that ideas did not function in the behaviour

of his subjects. For instance, his cats and a

chick learnt to form non-rational associations ^

in which there could be no perceptible causal

relation between means and end, such as that

release would foUow the action of licking or

scratching themselves or in the case of the chick

of preening, in very much the same manner

and with no greater difficulty than had been

shown in mastering the problem-boxes.
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Another point upon which he lays great

stress is the failure of his animals to learn an

action by being ' put through ' it. In view

of the central part this argument has played

in the discussion of the nature of animal intelli-

gence, it must now be examined in some detail.

Thorndike noticed that when, preparatory to each

new test, his cats were required to go through

a door into the trial-box, they formed the habit

of entering of their own accord after a certain

number of trials. The possibility suggested itself

that, the animals might have come to associate

the idea of being in the box with the idea of

the food that rewarded their escape. In order to

put this view to the test, the method of dropping

the subjects into the trial-box through a hole in

the top was tried with some other cats. None of

the animals treated in this manner showed any

trace of returning to the box of their own accord

though allowed as many trials as the first set of

animals. These two cases, Thorndike declares,

differ in only one important respect ; namely,

that whereas the original method allowed of

self-initiated muscular innervation, and therefore

of the experiencing of impulse, it was of the

very nature of the later procedure that it pre-

cluded the possibility of experiencing any such
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impulse. The same applies to being passively

' put through ' the action whose successful per-

formance is necessary to obtain food or release

;

no impulse is experienced, and no association is

formed. Whence he concludes that 'the im-

pulse is the sine qua -non of the association.'

The association in question is not an association

of ideas but an association of sense-impression

with impulse.

Further experiments, conducted to determine

the ability of his subjects to learn from tuition,

or by being ' put through ' the action by the ex-

perimenter, as well as the failure of the animals

to profit by imitation of a trained animal's

performance, confirmed Thorndike in his view

that association in animals, other than monkeys,

generally involves as an integral constituent

the experience of self-innervation.

But do the facts just related reaUy warrant

the deductions drawn ? One point deserves

notice as regards the failure of the cats dropped

into the box to return of their own accord,

and may afford the key to the situation. As

is well known, being dropped through a small

hole is a process deeply distasteful to cat-

nature. And it cannot be too frequently insisted

upon that the congeniality and suitability to
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the subject of the appointed task must always

be borne in mind in any interpretation of animal

behaviour.

Again, raccoons, white rats, and rabbits

have all been noticed during the course of

experimentation to return of their own accord

to boxes in which they were previously deposited

by the experimenter. If then this test is to

constitute, as according to Thorndike it does,

a criterion of the operation of ideas, it follows

that in this respect the mental level of the white

rat and the rabbit is higher than that of the

cat, a conclusion few wiU. be prepared to admit.

Hunter, for one, prefers to regard the question

of ideas as irrelevant in this connexion ; and

explains the conduct of his rats by the as-

sumption that the ' constant use of the box

as a link in the food-getting series has made it

attractive in itself '—otherwise stated, ' the very

perception of the box has acquired motive power.'

Turning to the more general arguments

from tuition and imitation : it has been shown

in the first place that Thorndike's observations,

which recorded nothing but failure, do not hold

universally. Cole's raccoons certainly profited

by being ' put through ' the action, and in

this way learnt to undo various fastenings.
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'Putting through' the required movements is

a method extensively used by animal trainers
;

and is said to be the only way of teaching the

essential element in the saut perilleux or somer-

sault, for instance. Some monkeys, as we saw

in the last chapter, undoubtedly imitate or

show capability to learn an action from watching

the performance of another monkey or human
being.

In the second place, we cannot help asking

whether failure to learn by these methods

must necessarily be attributed to the absence

of ideas f And conversely, must ability so

to learn be inevitably interpreted as evidence

of their presence ? To deal first with the former

contention : it can scarcely be considered that

an animal held by an experimenter and con-

strained to make certain movements is in an

ideal receptive state ; while it may cease to

struggle, it remains, in all probability, an

unwilling subject. In any case the difference

between being put through a movement while

forcibly held, and repeating an action voluntarily

and without restraint, is enormous.

The case of imitation has already been dis-

cussed and the difficulty of insuring attention

dwelt upon. When further, it is remembered
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that not infrequently the imitatee is the experi-

menter, the number of failures is not surprising

:

for the movements of a human performer, while

they might attract notice, would hardly be

Kkely to furnish the same stimulus to imitation

as those of another member of the same species

;

nor can even careful watching be attributed to

attentive observation with the view of repro-

ducing the action in question, but must rather

be regarded as due to fear, suspicion or playful-

ness as the case may be. Non-success therefore

seems adequately accounted for on other grounds

than that of the absence of effective ideas.

On the other hand, success under tuition of

either the ' putting through ' or the ' imitative

'

type may be due simply to the fact that under

these conditions the range of interest becomes

narrowed and defined; possibly even, attention

is attracted to the vital part of the apparatus

which is then correctly manipvilated either by a

happy chance or after a series of trials. Indeed,

as often as not the mechanism is worked in a

manner different from that taught by the ex-

perimenter. Nor is it essential to invoke ideas,

for, as was shown above, the majority of cases of

successful imitation can be adequately accounted

for as a direct response to present stimuli.
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Without entering into further criticism it

should be evident from the points already

urged that this class of test, which consists

in discovering whether learning takes place

in the absence of the experience of a specific

impulse to the act in question, is of practically

no value as a criterion of intelligence ; nor

does it, if taken alone, afford any safe clue

as to the nature of the conduct exhibited.

Before definitely leaving Thorndike's experi-

ments, certain general disadvantages of the

puzzle-box method should be noticed. Not

the least of these is that the hungry animal

in close confinement is in a mood far from that

state of calm collectedness favourable to the

scientific examination of a novel situation. Nor

should it be lost sight of that though the par-

ticular action required may not be strange, yet

taken in its new connexion it is, presumably,

entirely foreign to the subject, and about as

meaningless as a camera or combination letter-

lock would be to an unsophisticated Patagonian.

On the other hand, it is interesting to note

that those subjects which had had considerable

experience of problem-boxes came, in time, to

adopt a generalised method of procedure ; the

scope of their activities was narrowed and
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attention was more easily directed to the mechan-

ism, so that new fastenings were dealt with more

promptly and efficiently.

It is impossible, however, to rest content

with conclusions drawn solely from the tests

already described, and we must turn to some

very different examples.

Hobhouse observed behaviour in his monkeys

that strongly suggested the presence of articulate

ideas. By an articulate idea is meant one

* in which comparatively distinct elements are

held in a comparatively distinct relation. Thus,

that a bolt must be pushed back is a crude

idea ; that it must be pushed back so as to

clear a staple, a relatively articulate one, implying

a distinction between the parts of the object

perceived (the bolt and its staples), and an

appreciation of the relation between them.'

The following instances illustrate the apparent

presence of such ideas.

A monkey was accustomed to rake in food

by means of a crooked stick. The latter being

placed out of reach he quickly learnt to use

a smaller stick to draw it in ; whereupon he

would exchange sticks and secure the banana.

When food was placed on a table out of reach

of a small Rhesus monkey, kept on a chain.
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the animal would drag a box to the table, mount

it, and so obtain the booty. A chimpanzee

that had been taught to haul into his cage

a rope, to the farther end of which his food

was attached, never hesitated when the rope

was knotted to a staple but at once made 'a
*' long arm " and reached beyond the knot.'

Concerning this last instance, however, it is im-

possible not to note the analogy it bears to the

well-known phenomenon manifested in the so-

called ' size-weight ' illusion : for as the subject

of this illusion ' unconsciously ' adjusts his

strength as his percept varies, exerting greater

effort to lift a larger object than a smaller one

when in other respects the external appearance

is the same, so the chimpanzee in like manner,

it may be supposed, unconsciously accommodates

his reach to the knot. What is remarkable,

however, about these incidents, selected from

among several of the same kind, is that in each

the subject apparently distinguished the parts

of the object before him and appreciated the

relation between them. Nevertheless, it must be

admitted, that numerous failures are recorded

;

nor have later experimenters met with success on

reproducing these conditions with other subjects.

One other interesting point may be touched
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on here, Hobhouse noticed that his monkeys,

in order to obtain some desired end, would

readily and of their own accord make use of

substitutes very different, both in appearance

and mode of manipulation, from the instrument

originally employed. Thus, a handle of a skipping

rope, a cord and a wire were used in rapid

succession by one subject in his attempts to

bring an attractive object within reach; none

of these proving successful, he finally lassooed it

with his blanket and drew it in. In another

case a stick, a rope, a box roUed forward and,

lastly, a dust-sheet, were each tried in turn.

Such behaviour Hobhouse regards as embodying

what he terms, a form of ' analogical ' extension.

It may, indeed, be so; yet we must not lose

sight of the fact that monkeys which have learnt

with considerable labour to pull a string loop

make no attempt to pull a wire loop replacing

it, despite their eagerness for the familiar re-

ward. Possibly hyper-excitability alone is suffi-

cient to account for the resort to one method
after another. At all events. Hunter considers

that the varied modes in which raccoons will

attack a fastening—they adopt no stereotyped

method, but use either paw indifferently, or even

substitute pushing with the nose or puUing with
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the teeth—denote, in all likelihood, nothing more
than ' a random use of acquired co-ordinations,'

though at one time such behaviour was taken as

affording proof that the subject was 'guided by
an idea of what it is setting out to accomplish.'

One subject, namely that of imagery, still

remains to be discussed. Attempts have at

times been made to ascertain whether images

play any part in an animal's mental life ?

Let us examine two of the more important

examples. The first is supplied by one of

Cole's tests with his raccoons. These animals

were required to discriminate between two
series of colours : in the one, white, blue and

red were displayed consecutively ; in the other,

the end colour of the former series (red) was

repeated thrice. A raccoon, if it mounted
a box, was fed after the white-blue-red series

but not after the red-red-red series ; the two

series being alternated irregularly. Now since

the card immediately preceding the reaction was

the same in both cases. Cole argues that if the

subjects came to discriminate between the two

series, it must be because on the appearance

of the final card an image of the colours immedi-

ately preceding it was retained in consciousness.

As a matter of fact, in course of time, all the

S. II
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raccoons came to make the proper discrimination,

and refrained from action when the self-coloured

series was given. In the light of subsequent

work, however, it seems not improbable that

the cards played no part whatsoever in dis-

crimination, which was based instead on the

position of the lever used to raise the first card

of a series, and on that alone ; a view much more

nearly in accord with what is known of the

general character of the raccoon's behaviour.

But suppose for a moment Cole's analysis to

be correct, is the presence of images indubitably

proved ? To begin with. Cole himself remarks

that he ' never completely inhibited the animals'

tendency to start up on seeing white or blue,

which were precursors of the red which meant

food.' That the red was not a neglected

factor of the situation, however, is shown by
the fact that after starting forward at white

or at blue, they would turn back and wait for

the red before finally climbing up. Also when
red was the first card shown the raccoons dropped

down from their attitude of expectancy, in

which both front paws were placed on the

board, and glanced indifferently at the succeeding

reds. These facts lend support to an alternative

interpretation,
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As is well known association possesses an

irradiative aspect and tends to spread over

an ever-widening area from the immediate

focal centre. It seems therefore not unjust

to suppose that in the case under consideration

food became associated, not only with the red

card as preceded by blue and white, but in

less degree both with blue and with white

directly. If this were so the first card, far

from being indifferent, would induce more or

less strongly an adaptive attitude, a state of

preparedness, which would be confirmed (or

contradicted) by the appearance of the second

card, and eventually discharged into action

by the final card. On such a view there is

no necessity to postulate definite imagery. The

stimuH at the moment, and in the order of their

appearance, produce a certain modification in

the animal's condition ; and it is to this modifica-

tion, which is present at the time of reaction,

rather than to a tertium quid in the form of

an image, that we must look as supplying the

true explanation. Nor is there even need to

invoke the aid of association, since it is not

unlikely that the three coloured cards in either

series were never at any time perceived as

distinct elements by the subjects. The two
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sequences may only have had meaning as

integrated wholes. In the same way, other

cases put forward as demonstrating the presence

of imagery, where ideas may have been present,

can, nevertheless, all be explained in terms of

sensory stimulus and response.

For this reason Hunter was dissatisfied

with such methods and elaborated a new one,

the essential point of which was to insure that

' the determining stimulus is absent at the

moment of response,' Should success occur

under these conditions, it can only be due to

the subject developing substitutes which take

the place of the absent stimuli as carriers of

the needed meaning. Briefly described the

method employed was as follows :—^The subjject

was placed in a glass release-box, three of the

sides of which each faced a door that could

be illuminated at wiU. Only one door was

lighted during a test. After the simple habit

of going direct to the lighted compartment

had been mastered, the next step was to switch

off the light before the door was reached

;

subsequently this was done while the subject

was stiU confined in the release-box. The
problem that now confronted the subjects was
to learn to go to the door most recently lighted.
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Should this be accomplished, it rested with the

experimenter to determine how long an interval

might be allowed to elapse between the switching

oflE of the Hght and the subject's release without

endangering the number of correct responses.

Rats (17), dogs (2), raccoons (4) and children (5)

were the subjects employed. These aU, save

one of the rats, acquired a form of delayed

reaction. The maximum delay attained was

rats, 10 sees. ; dogs, 5 mins. ; raccoons, 25 sees.,

and children, 25 mins.

Now the question arises as to the nature

of the cues relied on for guidance in the absence

of the light. Careful controls rule out the

possibility that the after-glow of the light,

variation of temperature, behaviour of the

experimenter or any hke feature of the external

environment supplied the substitute. On the

doors being papered roimd, each with a grey

very different in brightness from that used

for either of the other doors, thereby supplying

a constant factor, no improvement was detected.

An examination into the subjective processes

which might be adopted for cues, resulted in

the rejection of after-images of the light, learning

of the order in which the doors were illuminated,

etc. But dependence upon motor attitudes
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of orientation could not be similarly dismissed
;

since the evidence established practically beyond

doubt that the dogs and rats, so far as successful,

depended entirely on the maintaining of a

constant orientation towards the door in which

the light had appeared, so that on release they

headed straight for it. There is no call here

for a representative factor.

The behaviour of the raccoons, while it

sometimes resembled that of the rats and dogs,

was often, like that of the children, of a totally

different character, in which orientation could

not be discovered to play any systematic rSle.

Careful examination of the remaining possi-

bilities, resulting in their eUmination, led to

the conclusion that these two last cases force

us to the hypothesis ' that the cue disappears

after being aroused by the Hght stimulus, and

is re-aroused in some manner at the moment
of release.' The process is reconstructed by

Hunter somewhat as follows :—He assumes the

existence of three intra-organic tendencies (i.e.

one towards each door) each of which ' becomes

associated during the course of the experiment

with some sensory factor connected with the

releasing of the animal. Hence the release

is a stimulus which tends to arouse all three
'

;
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actually, however, the release will revive most

strongly, ceteris paribus, the tendency most re-

cently active. Such an explanation, it will be

noticed, while allowing that the type of function

is ideational in character, avoids the difficulties

involved in the assumption of images. In this it

is in line with modern views which have taught

us the existence of imageless thought.

Reviewing our evidence we may say that,

it is by no means disproved that animals are

intelligent and have ' ideas,' but, save possibly

for the single exception of Hunter's method

of ' delayed reactions,' no test as yet appHed,

completely excludes the possibility that animal

learning is anything more than a process of

association on the perceptuo-motor level. The

one point that clearly emerges is the need

for new methods of inquiry.

Some readers may wonder that no mention

has been made of the 'talking' dog of Mann-

heim or the ' thinking ' horses of Elberfeld.

The fact is that much uncertainty prevails as

to the nature of their feats. Yet the case is

not one that can be summarily dismissed ; and

in view of its wide fame, and the possibilities

it opens up, some account of the matter may
form a fitting close to this brief survey.
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Confining our attention to the horses, we

start with the well-attested fact that certain

of these animals have been trained not only to

spell, read, count, and perform various arith-

metical operations, etc., but also to solve simple

problems. That the phenomena alleged do take

place would appear to be substantiated beyond

doubt. But how interpret them? Various hypo-

theses have been brought forward, and these we
must proceed to examine.

(i) Telepathy : a hypothesis which in the

present state of knowledge scarcely demands

serious consideration. What possible purpose

can be served by explaining the mysterious

by something, at present, purely hypothetical ?

(2) An unknown sense about which nothing

can be predicated. This simply constitutes a

confession of ignorance.

(3) Fraud: it is the unanimous opinion of

experts that conscious trickery may be defi-

nitely dismissed.

(4) The view that unconscious involuntary

signs, such as infinitesimal movements of the

interrogator's head or eyes, supply a cue is

more difficult to deal with. Indeed, Pfungst

marshalled a vast array of evidence to show
that it constituted the only explanation of Clever
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Hans' performances. It has been claimed, how-

ever, that correct answers have been given when
the animal wore bhnkers, as well as when he

was left quite alone in the yard, the questioner

watching the performance through a minute spy-

hole in the door. A bKnd horse, Berto, also, made
considerable progress in relatively short time

;

but it shotdd be mentioned that, owing to his

sensitiveness, it has hitherto been impossible

to test him except in the presence of the groom.

These facts do not, of course, entirely dispose

of the Sign theory. The possibility of signs

other than visual, e.g. acoustic or tactual

—

electric wires have been suggested—still remains.

The best refutation put forward is, perhaps, to

be found in the number and nature of the errors

that occurred.

Again, supposing the subjects to have been

dependent upon some such system it is not clear

why marked individual preferences—one horse

showed a talent for mathematics, another for

spelling—should be manifested; or why the level

of attainment should vary according to the period

of instruction, etc. Are we to assume that

in the latter case the teacher was so imbued

with a formal conception of the standard con-

ventionally reached that he, as well as others,
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unconsciously failed to give the usual sign,

when rationally a question could not be solved

without further instruction than the subject

had, up to the time, received ? That it was

not necessary, however, that the answer should

be known to some person present seems proved

by the claim that responses, subsequently found

to be correct, were obtained in the absence of

this condition {e.g. the extraction of such large

cube roots as occurred in a printed table).

Further, it is asserted that the answers given

by the subjects were frequently quite unexpected.

This is well shown by their phonetic attempts at

spelling. Asked to spell the word Pferd (horse),

Muhamed produced the following remarkable

sequence : bfert, bfrt, fard, fert, frt, faart,

faert, farb, fpferd, frrt, pard, pfart, pfwerd,

pfer, pferd, tfert, fed . .
.
; while the proper

name, Buttel, was spelt as ' bdul ' and then

corrected to ' budl.'

Another point that has, on several occasions,

been urged against the hypothesis under con-

sideration, is the pronounced diflference in the

character of the tapping according as the horses

are certain of the answer or undecided. But to

the writer (who has not, however, had the oppor-

tunity of witnessing the performance) it is not
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obvious why the difference in decision might not,

with equal cogency, be attributed to the degree

of ease or clearness with which the supposed

cue is perceived and interpreted.

Lastly, Clapar^de regards as Tun des faits

les plus decisifs centre I'intervention des signes

inconscients ' the inverting of the order of the

digits (e.g. 64 would be given for 46), a trick to

which the pony, Hanschen, was specially partial.

Others regard this as proof positive of the

absence of reasoning and see in it the mis-

interpretation of a cue. The defence put for-

ward by the opponents of the Sign theory is

that, owing to the opposed systems of numera-

tion employed, the animals became hopelessly

confused. With the written number, when given

in figures, the ten precedes the unit ; but in

German, when written in full or spoken, this

order is exactly reversed. Add to this the fact

that mixed problems were set, partly in French

(where the order observed is the same as in

English), partly in German, as, for example,

'Addieren zweiundzwanzig zu vangt ktr' (vingt

quatre) and it will be recognised that it is not

the occurrence of the errors that is incompre-

hensible but their comparative rarity.

While the existing evidence would seem.
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on the whole, to discountenance the Sign theory,

it is of course just conceivable that cues of

some nature may have proved of assistance

during the earHer stages, the subjects gradually

dispensing with them as the association between

written or spoken question and the proper

number of taps became more firmly acquired.

Hitherto, however, it has not been possible to

detect the minutest sign which might serve as

a cue, though professedly all instruction is now

given at seances of a semi-pubHc character.

(5) The Intelligence theory. Prominent

amongst the advocates of this almost incredible

hypothesis are von Osten and KraU, who, being

the tutors of the ' thinking ' horses, may claim

to have the most intimate knowledge of them.

In consonance with their view that horses

are potentially rational creatures, the teachers

adopted with their pupils a system of instruction

closely resembling that given to young children

and very different from the methods used by

the trainers of circus animals, etc. Possibly

to some persons such a plan appears fantastic;

and it will be asked whether, having seen reason

for rejecting the previous hypotheses, we are

forced to conclude that the phenomena under con-

sideration are the outcome of rational processes,
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or whether there is not a via media ? But for

two facts, aU the feats so far achieved might be

adequately explained by association, involving,

of course, an excellent memory, but not entailing

any rational process.

The first of these exceptions is to be found

in a unique accompUshment of Berto, the blind

stallion. Told to count a certain number, say

8, and mark another number, say 5, he would

tap with his hoof five times, pause, and then

go on with the remaining three taps. If ordered

to tap 8 again but this time to mark some other

number, he would ' choose ' another tap, say

the second, at which to pause. In this way
the process might be continued until the number
of possible responses was exhausted. Moreover,

the subject was not defeated by comparatively

large numbers, even though the pause came

near the beginning ; but would calmly proceed,

each time marking some new tap. Behaviour

of this kind, where the pause had spontaneously

and constantly to be varied and its relations to

the whole meanwhile to be borne in mind, would

certainly seem to require the assumption of, at

least, a rudimentary intelligence.

The other case is rather different. It centres

in Muhamed's marvellous, though erratic, reputed
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ability for extracting the roots of large numbers.

Within a certain range, of course, memory might

be invoked as an explanation. Many of the

numbers, however, contain several figures ; while

it is also asserted that quite new numbers

frequently receive correct solution, e.g. the right

answer to v^456976 was given in ten seconds.

Inevitably one thinks of the ' calculating ' boys.

These prodigies though endowed with the most

astounding powers of reckoning, etc., have by
no means always, it will be remembered, been

remarkable for their general intelligence ; some

of them, indeed, might almost be ranked as

feeble-minded. It therefore seems doubtful how
far reasoning, in the strict sense, is implicated.

The achievements of the Elberfeld horses

suggest possibilities undreamed of heretofore.

At present, however, the facts are too new
and the evidence too slender to justify any
definite pronouncement as to their real signifi-

cance. Time should remedy both these defects.
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Acoustic signs, 169 ; stimuli
(see Auditory stimuli)

Actinian, position habit in,

25 ; hungry, 86
Action system, 92
Adaptation, in Protozoa, 10-

II, confused with learn-

ing by experience, 17-
18; persistence of habit
due to slowness of, 27

Aggregation phenomenon, 3,

7
Albino mice (see under Mice)
Amphipod, faUible instinct

in, 80, 82
Analogical extension, 160
Andrews, 120
Antagonistic reflexes, 93
Anthropoids, imitation in,

145
Ants, homing of, 106: in

Formicae, 104, 105, in
Lasius, 103, 105, in

Polyergi, 104 ; reliance
on visual ensemble by,
114; use of auxiliary
cues by N. African, 104 ;

sense of direction in N.
African, 118; solar trop-
ism in, 117; retentive-
ness in, 102 ; muscular
memory in, 106, in
Aphaenogaster, 119; fal-

lible instinct in T. ces-

pitum, 79, 82 ; nuptial
flight of, 94

Aphaenogaster (see under
Ants)

Aporus fasciatus (see under
Wasps)

Articulate ideas (see under
Ideas)

Association, and meaning,
47; laws of cerebrsd,

73 ; irradiative aspect of,

138, 163 ; fear acquired
through, 129; of tem-
poral sequence in mon-
keys, 133 ; of impulse
and sense - impression,

153 ; of ideational char-
acter, 166; of sensori-

motor t5rpe, 146, used
in problem box habit,

149; in problem box
experimente, 148; ani-
mal learning due to per-
ceptuo-motor, 167 ; as
explanation of apparent
inferential imitation, 140

;

as explanation of feats of
thinkmg horses, 173 ; ren-
ders signs dispensable,

172
Associations, formation of,

under natural conditions,

99 ; instinctively used in
homing, 100 ; mislead-
ing, in homing, 117;
non-rational, 151

Associative memory (see un-
der Memory)
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Attention, minimum of, re-
quired in labyrinth habit,

38; and fear, 139, 156;
and imitation, 133, 135,
137. 155; training of,

135. 158
Attunement, in rhythmical

habits, 27; in homing, 102
Auditory discrimination ha-

bit in cat, 29
Auditory experience not

essential to lab3ninth
learning in rats, 36

Auditory reactions in dog,

74-75
Auditory stimuli, response

of fish to, 52-55
Automata, lower organisms

considered as, 3-4
Automatic character, of

labyrinth habit, 38—40,
41—42 ; of positional
memory, no

Automatism and kinaesthe-

sis, 40, 105, 106
Avoiding reaction (see under

Reaction)

Bees, 100; homing of, 108,

109-114, dependent on
individual experience

,

loi ; disregard of lajid-

marks by, 109; locali-

ty studies by, 107-108;
memory in, 103 ; posi-

tional memory in, no-
il2; sense of direction

in, 121
Beetles, fallible instinct in

Sitaris, 79, 81 ; Clythra
larva, 79, 82

Bembex (see under Wasps)
Bentley, 19
Berry. 134

Berto, 169, 173
Birds, inferiority of, in laby-

rinth learning, 42-43

;

Hampton Court maze
learnt by sparrow, 33

;

retention of labyrinth
habit by cowbird, 35,
by pigeon, 34 ; use of
vision by pigeon, 38, 41

;

transference of cues, 40-
41 ; brightness value of
blue for chick, 62 ; dis-

crimination of form by
sparrow and cowbird, 64

;

by chicks, 66-67; dis-

crimination of size, 67;
optimal strength of shock
stimulus for chicks, 70;
association in, 99, non-
rational, in chicks, 151

;

flight of young, 95 ; ab-
sence of labyrinthine
memory in young, 117;
date of appearance of
pigeon's coo, 95 ; instinct

in canaries, 86 ; imitating
instinct in chick, 86;
pecking instinct in chick,

96-97 ; fallible instinct

of nest-call in pigeons,

84 ; nest - building in-

stinct, 82-83, 88-89, 90-
91 ; position of nest,

83; incubating response
in hen, 80; homing in,

loo-ioi, 108, in noddy
terns, 105, 118, in car-

rier pigeons, 100-108,
115-117, 118; pecking
reaction in chick, 125—
126 ; drinking reaction
in, 86-87, 125 ; imitation
in, sparrow, 130; instinc-

tive imitation in pigeon,
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123; copjong by junco,
oriole, sparrow, crow,
cowbird, 139; suggestion
in pigeons, 125; social

influence in chicks, 125

;

canaries, 130
Bird's eye view, 115
Blind horse (see Berto)
Bloomfield, 90
Blue, brightness value of,

for rabbit and chick, 62
Bonnier, 121
Bouvier, 108
Breed, 86, 87, 96, 125
Brightness discrimination

(see under Discrimina-
tion)

Brittle-stars (see Ophiuroids)
Burrill, 105
Buttel-Reepen, 103
Butterfly, 93

Calculating boys, 174
Canals, semi-circular, 116
Canaries (see under Birds)

Carrier pigeons (see under
Birds)

Caterpillar, 93
Cats, auditory discrimina-

tion habit m, 29 ; associ-

ation in, 47, non-ration-
al, 151 ; mouse-killing
instinct in kittens, 89-90

;

homing of, 117; circular

reaction in, 130; atten-
tion in, 135; failure of,

to imitate, 140 ; learning
curve of, 150; 'putting
through' test witii, 152,
153-154

Cebus (see under MonkeysJ
Cerceris (see under Wasps)
Chick (see under Birds)
Children, speech of,'' "95

;

delayed reactions in, 165-

166 (see also Calculating

looys)

Chimpanzee, imitation in,

142 ; articulate ideas in,

159
Cilia, 5, 6; peristomial, 16
Circular reaction (see under

Reaction)
Clapar6de, 171
Clever Hans, 168-169
Clythra (see under Beetles)

Cole, 70, 71, 154, i6r, 162
Colour, its intimate rela-

tion with brightness, 62

;

slight importance of, to

higher animals, 63 ; dis-

crimination (see under
Discrimination)

Conditioned reflex (see under
Reflex)

Consciousness, not proved in

Protozoa, 20 ; involved
in psychological reten-

tiveness, 24, in recog-

nition and recollection,

27
Contact sense (see under

Sense, tactile)

Convoluta roscoffensis, rhyth-
mical behaviour in, 26

Coo, date of appearance of

pigeon's, 95
Copying (see under Imita-

tion)

Cornetz, 118, 119, 120
Cowbird (see under Birds)

Cowles, 49
Crab (see Hermit-crab)
Craig, 75, 95, 125
Craj^sh, labyrinth habit in,

32-33, 45 ; retention of,

by, 35 ; mating instinct

in, 80
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Criterion of plasticity, 29;
of mind, 18, 49-50; of
discrimination, 59 ; of
intelligent ability, 45

;

of intelligence, 157; of in-

ference, 150; of ideas, 154
Crow (see under Birds)
Cues, acoustic, 169; chem-

ical, 105, olfactory, 39,
103, 104, 105, 169; tact-
ile or contact, 37, 39,
103, 104, 105, 169 ; vis-

ual, 41, 104, 105, 108,
no, 114, 169, super-
iority of, 106-17, de-
tail vs. ensemble, 114-
115; organic, 38, 40;
kinaesthetic, 38, 40, 105

;

labyrinthine memory,
116—117; sense of direc-

tion, 118; orientation,
165—166 ; unconscious
involuntary signs, 168-
172 ; misinterpretation
of, 171; currents, 117;
electric wires, 169; sun's
rays, 117; wind, 117;
auxiliary, 104-105, 116;
in delayed reactions, 165-
166; in labyrinth learn-

ing, 36-38 ; substitution
of proprioceptive for ex-
teroceptive, 39-40, 105,
substitution of cues de-
rived through same ex-
teroceptor, 40-41 ; in

homing, 103-107, 114-
"5, "7

Culs-de-sac, 33, 45 ; diflS-

culty of, 42 ; evaluation
of, 43

Curiosity, 134
Currents (see undei Cues)
Curve (see Learning curve)

Dancing mouse (see under
Mice)

Day, 19
peferred instincts (see under

Instincts)
Delayed reactions (see under

Reaction) ; method of,

164-167
Diamma hicolor (see under

Wasps)
Direction, sense of (see under

Sense)
Disc (see Oral disc)

Discrimination, blunting of,

in Stentor, 11-12; and
intelligence, 22

Discrimination, sensory, 52
-71, 76; tested by as-

sociative memory, 52

;

Yerkes' criterion of, 59;
how far involved in con-
ditioned reflexes, 73

Discrimination, auditory, 29,
52-55, 74-75

Discrimination, visual, of
brightness, 56-61 ; of
colour (hue), 62-63; of
form, 63-67, 73 ; of size, 67

Dispersal phenomenon, 3
Distance record of laby-

rinth running, 43-45
Dog-breaking, 127
Dogs, association in, 47;

auditory reactions in, 74—
75 ; form discriminaiaon
by, 66; homing in, 117;
failure of, to imitate,

140; learning curve of,

150; delayed reactions
in, 165, dependence on
orientation, 166; 'talk-

ing,' 167
Drinking reaction (see under

Reaction)
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Education (see under Imi-
tation, Learning, Tuition
and Training)

Educative influence of imitai;

tion (see under Imitation)
Electric shock (see under

Punishment) ; wires as
sign transmitters, 169

Error record of labyrinth
running, 43-45

Errors, evaluation of, in
labyrinth tests, 43-44

;

'useful,' 83; of 'think-
ing' horses, 169-171

Experience, progress depen-
dent on retention of,

24 ; and meaning, 47

;

no aid in learning new
labyrinths, 41 ; and in-

stinct, 77; modification
of instinct due to, 83-85

;

and fear, 84 ; in homing,
99, 100-10 1 ; sensations
of direction obtained
through, 121 ; learning
by, confused with adap-
tation, 17-18, supposed
case of, in Paramecium,
19-20; and associative
memory, 47—49 ; as
criterion of mind, 18,

49-50
Experiment (see Test)
Exteroceptors, 39, 40
Extraction of mathematical

roots (see Roots)
Euglena, 12

Fear, value of experience
in, 84 ; educative rSle of
imitation in, 128-129;
as cause of attention, 139

Field work, of use in study
of homing, 99

Fish, hearing in, 52-55,
in Fundulus heteroclitus,

52-55 ;
path-learning in

Gobius, 30-31 ; inhibi-

tion of instinctivs re-

action in perch, 51-52;
migration of, 117

Flagellum, 15
Flesh-fly, fallible instinct

in, 79, 81, 85
Flight, in young birds, 95;

of advantage in hom-
ing, 115; nuptial, of ants,

94
Following tendency, in white

rats, 134; its rdle in imi-
tation, 128

Food, selection of, by Stentor,

12; as incentive to habit-
formation, 30; as a re-

ward, 31, 68
Form, discrimination of (see

under Discrimination

,

visual)

Formicae (see under Ants)
F. sanguinea, 105
Frogs, incentive to habit-

formation in, 32
Fundulus heteroclitus (see

under Fish)

Galvanic current, tropistic

response induced by, 22
Gobius (see under Fish)
Guinea-pigs, retention of la-

b3rrinth habit by, 35

Habit, mistaken case of,

in Paramecium, 19-20

;

rhjrthmical, in hermit-
crab, 26-27; motor, 29-
46, index of plasticity,

29; labyrinth, 31-46;
position, in actinians, 25

;
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associative memory a test
of strength of, 50-51

Habit - formation, necessity
for repetition in, 27 ; in-

centives to, 30, 31-32;
transference of cues dur-
ing, 37-38, 39-40; me-
thods to determine rate
of, 43-44; in Gobius, 30
-31 ; learning of prob-
lem boxes akin to, 148-
149

Habit-instinct, 97
Hachet-Souplet, 123
Haggerty, 139, 141, 142
Hampton Court maze, 31,

33-34. 35
Hans (see Clever Hans)
Hanschen, inverting of order

of digits by, 171
Hardy, 120
Hearing (see under Dis-

crimination, auditory)
Hen (see under Birds)
Heptagenia interpunctata,

modiflability in, 50
Hermit-crab, rhythmical be-

haviour in, 26
Hobhouse, 141, 142, 143,

158, 160
Holmes, 180
Homing, 99-121 ; use of

association in, 100; ac-
quaintance with environ-
ment essential for, 100—
loi, 115, mode of ac-
quirement of, 101-102

;

negatively controlled

,

102 ; use of cues in, 103-
107 ; of carrier pigeons,

115; theories of, 116-
117, fi8; as motive in
habit-formation, 30

Hormones, 92

Horse, blind, 169, 173
Horses, 'thinking,' 167-174;

method of instruction of,

172; hypotheses to ac-
count for feats of, 168-
174

Hue, discrimination of (see

under Discrimination,
colour)

Human subjects, labyrinth
learning by, as contrasted
with rats, 43-45 ; differ-

ence in luminosity of
colours for animals and
for, 62; as imitatees
for animals, 137, 142—
143. 144. 155. 156

Hunter, 40, 154, i5o, 164,
166, 167

Hydroides dianthus, modi-
fication in, 48-49

Hymenoptera, 104, 108 (see

also Ants, Bees, Wasps)
Hyper-excitability, 160

Ideas, evidence for, 146-161,
173-174 : problem box
tests, 146-152, 157-158,
'putting through' tests,

152-157, failure to imi-
tate, 140, 153, 154-156,
Hobhouse's experiments,
158-160, use of sub-
stitutes, 160, method
of delayed reactions,

164.-167, behaviour of
'thinking' horses, 172-
174; absence of, in
Thomdike ' s subjects

,

151; not disproved, 167;
apparent cases of, ex-
plained by stimulus and
response, 164 ;

' articu-
late,' in monkeys, 158;

12—5
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criterion of, 154, criti-

cised, 155
Ideational function in rac-

coons, 167
Illusion, size-weight, 159
Imageless thought, 167
Imagery, 1 61-167; Cole's

tests, 161-164; Hunter's
method of delayed re-

actions, 164-167; re-

placed by orientation cue,
166

Imitating instinct, 86, 123,
124

Imitation, instinctive, 122-
131, 141 ; in young ani-

mals, 124, 128
Imitation, suggestion, 125,

128; social influence, 125
-127

Imitation, educative influ-

ence of, 128-130; self-

imitation or circular re-

action, 130
Imitation,intermediate types

of, 126, 134
Imitation, inferential or re-

flective, 122, 131-145,
146; precautions to be
observed in tests on,

132-133. 134-137; con-
ditions favourable to,

137, 142 ; and attention,

134. 137- 155; in mon-
keys, 141-145 ; failure

to elicit, 134-136, 137,
139-140, 153, 154, 155,
156

Imitation, chance success
and, 132, 134, 136, 137;
copying, 137-139

Impulse, fundamental in in-

stinct, 88 ; in homing,
too; essential factor in

association, 153 ; learning
in absence of, as criterion

of intelligence, 157
Individual experience (see

Experience)
Individual preferences in

horses, 169
Individualised stimuU, no

instinctive recognition of,

80
Individuals, examination of

(Jennings), 4
Inference, Thomdike's cri-

terion of (see under Cri-

terion)

Inferential imitation (see

under Imitation)
Ingenuity, outcome of gen-

eralised instincts, 82
Inhibition, in perch, 51-52,

and fear, 84
Inner sense (see under Sense)
Innervation (see Self-inner-

vation)
Insects, 99, loo-ioi (see

also Ants, Bees, Beetles,

Wasps)
Instinct, 77-98 ; test of

strength of, 50 ; classical

view of, 77; and intelli-

gence, 78, 97-98; falli-

bility of, 78-80, lOO-IOI,
117; generalised nature
of, 81-85 ; impulse es-

sence of, 88; distin-

guished from reflexes,

88-89; modifiability of,

77, 83-84, 98; and ex-
perimentation, 82—83 ;

self-dependent, 89 ; wan-
ing of, 89; and struc-
ture. 92-93, 94-97; and
practice, 94-97 ; and im-
itation, 122, 123-126;
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imitating, 86, 123, 124;
homing, 99, 100 ; mating,
80; pecking, 1 23; habit, 97

Instinctive dispositions, con-
dition of functioning of,

90-93
Instinctive imitation (see

under Imitation)
Instinctive reaction, inhi-

bition of, in perch, 51-52
Instinctive response, modi-

fied by experience, 77,
general suitabihty of, 82,
extension of, 85—'87

,

indirect nature of, 88
Instincts, deferred, 93-94

;

periodic, 91-92 ; pervert-
ed, 89 ; tiansitory, 94

Integrated wholes, and
meaning, 164

Intelligence (see also Ideas)

;

evidence for, 146-174;
undiscoverable by Thorn-
dike, 148; not disproved,
167; and imitation, 122,

146; and instinct, 78,
97-98. 99; criterion of,

157; Pawlow's method
independent of, 73 ; gen-
eral : labyrinth metiiod
no index of, 42-43, in-

volved in inferential imi-
tation, 122, calculating
boys not remarkable for,

174; tests, 147-161, 173-
174; theory ('thinking'

horses), 172-174
Intelligent ability, criterion

of, 45
Intelligent behaviour, re-

semblance of protozoan
conduct to, 23

Interest and imitation, 134,
138, 156

Intra - organic tendencies,
166, 167

Inverting of order of digits

(see Hanschen)

Jennings, 4, 14, 21
Junco (see under Birds)

Keeble, 26
Kinaesthesis and automa-

tism, 40, 105-106
Kinffistheiic cues (see under

Cues)
Kinaesthetic sensations, fun-

damental to labyrinth
habit in rats, 36, 37-38,
40; importance of, in
homing, 105-106

Kinematic reverse in Aphae-
nogaster, 119

Ejnnaman, 64, 65
Kittens (see under Cats)
Knowledge (see Topogra-

phical knowledge)
Krall, 172
Kreidl, 53
Kuhlmann, 84, 95, 129

Labyrinth (or maze), pre-
vious experience of, no
advantage in learning
new, 41 ; relative diffi-

culty of different features
of, 42; method (see un-
der Method)

Labyrinth (or maze) habit,
retention of, 34-35; na-
ture of, 35-43; trans-
ference of cues during
formation of, 39—40, 105

;

methods to determine
rate of formation of, 43-
45; in human subjects
and rats compared, 45
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Labyrinthine memory (see

under Memory)
Landmarks, visual, use of,

in homing, loi, 104,
116; importance of, 108-
109, 115; disregard of,

109-110; ensemble vs.

detail, 114-1 15
Lasius (see under Ants)
Learning, transference of

cues during, 39-41 ; due
to association, 167 ; by
experience (see under Ex-
perience)

Learning curve, 149-151
Light, conditioned reflex

formed to, 71-72 ; re-

flected, unsatisfactory in

discrimination tests, 61
Limpet, homing of, 102,

105 ; memory in, 102
Locality studies, 107, 109
Loeb, 3, 4

Macacus or macaques (see

under Monkeys)
Magnetic sense (see under

Sense)
Mating instinct, fallibility

of, 80
May-fly nymph (see Hepta-

genia interpunctata)
Maze (see Labyrinth)
Meaning, retention of, in

recognition, 28 ; derived
through association, 47;
dependent on situation,

112; and imagery, 164;
and integrated wholes,
164

Memory (see also Reten-
tiveness) for labyrinth
habit, 34-35 ; in ' think-
ing ' horses, 174 ; labjnin-

thine, 116-117; muscu-
lar, 100, 106; distin-

guished from sense of di-

rection, 119; position-

al, 109-111; blindness

of, no. Ill ; visual, 114;
topographical, 1 1

4-1 1 5

;

transitory, 102 ; exten-
sion of, 102-103 ; associa-

tive, 29, 47-76 ; criterion

of mind, 49-50; uses
of, 49, 50. 52. 55. 76

Metamorphosis and instinct,

93
Method, labyrinth, 31-32,

use of, 42-43 ; salivary
reflex, or Pawlow's, 71-
76, uses of, 72-73, 76;
Yerkes', testing of bright-

ness discrimination, 56-
60 ; crude method, 61

;

puzzle box, 147-148

,

disadvantages of, 157;
delayed reactions (Hun-
ter), 164-167; motor re-

action, 73 ; trial and
error, 148

Methods to determine rate
of formation of labyrinth
habit, 43-44

Mice, brightness value of

red for albino and for

dancer, 62 ; brightness
discrimination in dancer,
56-60; form discrimina-
tion in dancer, 66; op-
timal degree of shock for

dancer, 70
Migration of fish, 117
Mind, first manifestations

of, I, 2; not proved in

Protozoa, 23 ; criterion

of, 18, 49-40
Modifiability, importance of,
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22 ; of instincts, 77, 83-
84, 98

Molge palmatus, periodic in-
stinct in, 91, 92

Monkeys, labyrinth habit
in, 31, 33, retention of,

35, inferior to rodents
in forming, 43; dis-

crimination of form by
Macacus and Cebus, 64-
65 ; positional memory
in, no; imitation in,

129, 141-145, 155, in
Cebus and Macacus, 142,
in Rhesus, 142-144, self-

imitation in, 130, infer-

ential imitation in, 133,
failure to imitate, 140;
social influence in, 126—
127, 139; attention in,

135.139; learning curve
of, 150-151 ; association
in, 153

;
' articulate ' ideas

in Rhesus, 158-159; use
of substitutes by, 160

Motor attitudes, 165-166
(see also under Attune-
ment)

Motor habit (see under
Habit)

Motor reflex (see under Re-
flex)

Mouse (see Mice)
Movement, conditioned re-

flex formed to visual, 72
Movements, random, denied

in Protozoa, 21
Muhamed, 170, 173
Muscular memory (see under

Memory)

Nest-building instinct, 82-
83, 88-89, 90-91

Newt (see Molge palmatus)

Noddy terns (see under
Birds)

Nuptial flight (see under
Flight)

Ocypoda, evidence of learn-

ing by experience in, 49
Olfactory cues (see under

Cues) ; olf . nerves, mazes
learnt by rats deprived
of use of, 36

Oral disc, 15, 16
Oral groove, 6
Organic sensations, labyrinth

habit in rats dependent
on, 36, 37-38, 39-40

Organism, slipper, 5
Organism, physiological state

of, 12-17, 20, 21, 25, 26,

27, adaptive and regu-
latory, 17, functioning
of instinct dependent on,

90-91
Organisms, latent inertia of,

27
Ophiuroids, retentiveness in,

24-25
Orientation, 104; as cue,

166
Orioles (see under Birds)

V. Osten, 172

Paramecium (see under Pro-
tozoa)

Parker, 53
Pawlow, 71, 76
Pearse, 80
Peckhams, 103
Pecking instinct (see under

Instinct)

Pecking reaction (see under
Reaction)

Peranema (see under Pro-
tozoa)
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Perch (see under Fish)
Periodic instincts (see under

Instincts)

Pfungst, 168
Phototaxis, 50, 51
Physiological state (see un-

der Organism)
Pi6ron, 105, 119
Pigeon (see under Birds)
Plasticity, 21-22; excluded

on tropistic theory, 21-
22; index of, 29, 43

Polyergi (see under Ants)
Porter, 138
Position, meaning depen-

dent on, 112; raccoons
react to, 162

Positional memory (see un-
der Memory)

Practice and instinct, 94-
97

Preferences, individual, 169
Presentation of stimuli, sim-

ultaneous vs. successive,

65
Pressure, conditioned reflex

formed to, 72
Problem box, method (see

under Method)
Problem boxes, 131, 147;

manipulation of, akin
to habit, 148 ;

general-
ised mode of procedure
with, 157-158

Proprioceptors, 39, 40
Protoplasm, i

Protozoa, behaviour of, 2-

23, not tropistic, 22,
affords no proof of con-
sciousness, 20 ; ability

of, to learn by experi-
ence, 20 ; random move-
ments of, 21 ; structure
of Paramecium, 5-6, of

Stentor, 15; sequence of

different responses to a
given stimulus, in Per-
anema, 14-15, in Stentor,

14, 15-17; selection of
food by Stentor, 12

Protozoa, Paramecium, 2-
II, 13-14, 19-20; re-

actions to chemicals in,

2-3, 4-5, 7-9, to an
obstacle, 6-7, to filter-

paper, 13-14; motor re-

flex of, 6, 8; acclima-
tization in, 11; habit
acquired by, 19-20

Punishment, 55 ; vs. reward,
67-69 ; electric shock
as, 58 ; optimal degree
of, 69-71

Purpose, unity of, in instinct,

89
'Putting through' tests (see

under Test)
Puzzle box (see Problem

box)

Rabbit, brightness value of
blue for, 62 ; learning
by 'being put through'
in, 154

Raccoons, discrimination of
size by, 67 ; failure of,

to imitate, 140; learn-

ing by being 'put
through' in, 154; varied
modes of manipulation
by, 160-161 ; imagery
tests with, 161-166; de-
layed reactions in, 165-
166

Random movements (see

Movements)
Rats, relative efficiency of

punishment vs. reward
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in, 69 ; delayed reactions
in, 165, dependent on
orientation, 166 ; com-
pared with human sub-
jects in respect of laby-
rinth habit, 45

Rats, white, learning of
Hampton Court maze
by, 33 ; nature of maze
learning in, 35-42 ; su-
periority of, in maze
learning, 42 ; thermal
sensibility in, 60; inter-
mediate type of imita-
tion in, 134 ; learning by
being 'put through' in.

Reaction, auditory, in dog,
74—75 ; avoiding , of
Paramecium, 6, 9, 13,

14; circular, 130; de-
layed, 165, 166; drink-
ing, 49, 86-87, 125 ; in-

stinctive, 51-52; motor,

73; pecking, 86, 96,
125-126; thermal, 3, 60,

72
Reasoning, absence of in-

ferred, from learning
curve, 149; in 'thinking'
horses, 171, 172-173, 174

Recognition, 27-29, 114;
experience implied by,

47 ; nature of, in instinct,

80-82; failure of, in

instinct, 87; of land-
marks by insects, no,
I I3-1 14

Recollection, 27, 28, 114
Red, brightness value of,

for animals, 62
Reflective imitation (see un-

der Imitation)
Reflex, distinguished from

instinct, 88, 89; anta-
gonistic, 93; motor (of

Paramecium), 6, 8
Reflex, salivary, 71-72, 75;

unconditioned, 71 ; con-
ditioned, 71 : method of
inducing, 71-72 ; extinc-
tion of, 75 ; specificity

of, 75
Releaming of labyrinth

paths, 35
Repetition, fundamental for

habit-formation, 27, and
recognition, 28-29

Retentiveness, 24-29 (see

also Memory) in Ophi-
uroids, 24-25 ; in Acti-
nians, 25-26; in lim-
pet, 102 ; for labyrinth
habits, 34-35 ; of rhyth-
mical behaviour, 26-27;
of conditioned auditory
reflex, 75; physiological
vs. psychological, 24-25,
27

Reward vs. punishment, 67—
69

Rewards used in labyrinth
method, 31-32

Rhesus (see under Monkeys)
Rhythmical behaviour, 26-

27
Rodents, 105 (see also

Guinea-pigs, Mice, Rats,
and Squirrels)

Roots, extraction of mathe-
matical, by horses, 170,

174

Salivary reflex (see under
Reflex) ; method (see un-
der Method)

Santschi, 104, 106, 117
Schaeffer, 12
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Scratch, conditioned reflex

formed to, 72
Self - imitation (see under

Imitation)
Self-innervation necessary

for association, 152
Selionyi, 73, 74, 75
Semi-circular canals, 116
Sense, inner or unknown,

100, 118, 168; magnetic,
116; tactile or contact,

36-37. 3^40. 103. 105;
of direction, 118-121

Sensibility to difference, 10
Sensori - motor association

(see under Association)
Sensory discrimination (see

under Discrimination)
Shadows, response to, 48-49
Shepherd, 141, 143, 144
Shock (see under Punish-

ment)
Sight (see under Cues,

visual; also Vision)
Sign theory (' thinking

'

horses), 168-172
Signs, 172 (see also Cues)
Sitaris (see under Beetles)
'Sixth' sense, 100
Size, discrimination of (see

under Discrimination)
Size-weight Ulusion, 159
Slipper-organism, 5
Smell, 72 (see also under

Cues, olfactory)

Social influence, 125-127,
138, 139

Solar tropism, 117
Solitary wasps (see under

Wasps)
Song of birds, 130
Sound, 29, 36, 72, 74-75
Sparrow (see under Birds)
Spectrum, 63

Speech, appearance of, 95
Specificity, of inhibition of

instinctive response, 52,

84; of conditioned re-

flexes, 75 ; absent in

instincts, 81
SpeUing by horses, 168, 169,

170
Sphex (see under Wasps)
Squirrels, labyrinth habit

acquired by, 33, auto-
matic nalnire of, 39;
thermal sensibility in,

60
Stag, periodic instinct in,

91
Stentor (see under Protozoa)
Stimuli, no instinctive re-

cognition of individual-
ised, 80 ; varied responses
evoked by given, 13-17
(see also under Cues)

Stimulus and response inter-

pretation of experiments
on imitation, 140; on
imagery, 164

Structure and instinct, 92,
94-98

Substitutes, use of, by mon-
keys, 160; for images,
164

Suggestion (see under Imi-
tation)

Tactile cues (see under Cues)
Tactile sense (see under

Sense)
'Talking' dog (see under

Dogs)
Tapping, character of, in

'thinking' horses, 170
Telepathy, as explanation of

homing, 116, of feats of
'thinking' horses, 168
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Termites, sense of direction
in, 121

Terns (see under Birds)
Test, chute, 133, 142 ; pause,

173; pivoted pole, 144;
plug, 132-133; plunger,

143; 'putting through,'
152—156 ; rope, 142 ;

screen, 142 ; T-rake, 143

;

tapping, 173
Tetramorium cespitum (see

under Ants)
Thauzids, 116
Theories of feats of 'think-

ing' horses: sign, 168-
172; intelligence, 172-

174
Theory, trial and error, 9-

10, 21-22; tropistic, 4,

9, 10, 13, 21-22
Thermal reactions (see under

Reaction)
Thigmotaxis, 51
' Thinking horses " (see

Horses)
Thomdike, 65, 139, 141,

146, 148, 149, 150, 151,

152, 153, 154, 157
Time curve (see Learning

curve)
Time record of labyrinth

running, 43-45
Topographical knowledge,

103; memory, 1 14-1 1

5

Tournoiement de Turner, 120
Trachelomonas, 12
Training, 31, 50-52. 56-60,

71-72, 108, 135, 172
(see also Education, Pun-
ishment and Tuition)

Trial and error, method of,

148; theory of (see under
Theory)

Triplett, 51

Tropism, solar, 117
Tropisms, 21, 22, 89; asso-

ciative memory not oper-
ative in, 50; theory of

(see under Theory)
Tuition, 153, 154, 155, 156
Turner, 103, 119, 120
Turtles, incentive to habit-

formation in, 31 ; auto-
matic nature of laby-
rinth habit in, 38 ; slow-
ness of discrimination
in, 50 ; form discrimina-
tion by, 66

Ultra-violet rays, 3
Unconditioned reflex (see

under Reflex)
Unknown sense (see under

Sense)
Useful errors, 83

Vibrissae, function of, in la-

byrinth learning by rats,

36. 37
Vision, function of, in learn-

ing of labyrinths, 36, 37,
38, 40-41 ; use of in

homing, loi, aided by
flight, 115

Visual cues (see under Cues)
Visual discrimination (see

under Discrimination)
Visual memory (see under

Memory)
Visual movement, formation

of conditioned reflex to,

72

Waning of instincts, 89
Wasps, instinct in, 89
Wasps, homing in, 108-109,

in Aporus fasciatus, 108

;

use of landmarks in,
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108-109, no; locality Watson, 36, 105, 141, 143
studies by Cerceris, 106- Waugh, 62

107, by Sphex, 106-107

;

Weber's law, 59, 60
positional memory rare White rats (see under Rats)

in. III, found in Bern- Wind (see under Cues)

hex. III, 112; sense of

direction in Diamma hi- Yerkes, 56, 59, 60, 69, 70,

coloy, 120 90
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